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Preface

The viability assessments contained in this Study have been undertaken in respect of
strategic allocations in the Core Strategy not the City Plan.
The strategic allocations in the emerging City Plan have been informed by the results
of this Study.
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Executive Summary
The purpose of this study is to provide:
•

an assessment of the potential viability of a number of strategic allocations in
the Core Strategy, based on the results of an exercise undertaken in 2011 by
Cluttons (the council’s consultants);

•

an overview of trends in national and local market conditions;

•

informed recommendations to policy authors working on the new emerging City
Plan regarding strategic allocations in the light of market trends and the viability
analysis.

Part 1 of the study comprises an overview of current market conditions both nationally
and locally, since these are directly influencing the results of the viability assessments
and provide valuable contextual information for policy-makers responsible for writing
the City Plan. In line with the national economic situation, Brighton and Hove is
experiencing a downturn in investment across all three sectors of the market i.e.
residential, office and retail. Nevertheless, current market trends would suggest that
because of its proximity to London, Brighton and Hove is being cushioned from the
more extreme effects of the economic downturn and will be better poised for recovery
than other areas of the South East when the economy recovers. Current economic
forecasts, however, remain bleak - particularly in the light of recent developments in
the eurozone which have required significant financial contributions from other
members of the European Union (including the UK) to secure the stability of the euro.
As a result, all the signs are that the wider economic situation and any signs of
recovery will remain extremely fragile for the foreseeable future.
There are a number of implications for site allocations made within the existing Core
Strategy. It is recommended that policies are carefully worded in order to allow a
range of planning decisions, depending on economic and market trends - allowing for
flexibility in the shorter term, while ensuring that strategic objectives are not overly
compromised in the longer term. In practice this may mean, for example, that a
planning application decision made during the prevailing market slump may not be
replicated or renewed when market conditions pick up. An inventive approach to the
development management process is also likely to play an important role in helping to
incentivise the development of sites in the shorter term, whilst ensuring an adequate
supply of sites to meet strategic objectives over the longer term.
There may be certain sites which policy authors consider as too strategically important
to allow such a flexible approach - and which consequently they may want to hold
back under a phasing plan until later in the plan period, in anticipation of an economic
upturn. Under a ‘normal’ economic cycle, two episodes of recovery would be expected
over a ten year period (see Fig 8) and at least three periods of economic recovery over
the course of the City Plan period (2013-2030). However, it is difficult to predict the
course of the development market, given the extraordinary prevailing economic
conditions. A cautious approach might factor for at least two periods of local economic
recovery over the plan period. It is recommended that policy authors take this into
account when reviewing their allocations.
Part 2 of the study examines in more detail the methodology used by Cluttons (the
council’s consultants) for conducting the viability assessments, including an
explanation of the limitations and the general assumptions underpinning the
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calculations. All development assumptions used in the viability assessments were
discussed and agreed between the client and the consultant. A current base price per
square metre has been applied for the Brighton and Hove area in respect of
construction costs for residential and commercial development. These build costs
have been based upon build price information gathered at the local level by Cluttons,
contained in Appendix 2 of this report. Cluttons have assumed a target developer
profit of around 25% to reflect the fact that this is a high level appraisal which takes no
account of site specific costs. In the case of a more specific development proposal, it
generally becomes easier to predict costs, hence target profit margins tend to be
lower.
Part 3 provides an evaluation of the results of the viability assessments for six of the
strategic sites which are currently considered a priority for further investigation by the
LDF Team. These sites are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brighton Marina Inner Harbour (Policy DA4)
Preston Barracks site, Lewes Road (Policy DA3)
New England Quarter (Policy DA4)
Preston Road (Policy DA4) – Site 1
Preston Road (Policy DA4) – Site 2
Edward Street Quarter (Policy DA5)

The evaluations of the Cluttons assessments have been conducted by council officers
and are designed to inform the review of site specific policies currently underway in the
drafting of the City Plan. They include a commentary on the viability assessment, an
appraisal of critical factors and a table summarising the impacts of the assessment
results in terms of viability and policy. Not surprisingly, several of the original Core
Strategy allocations with the council’s preferred mix of uses, are unlikely to be viable
under the poor market conditions that have prevailed since the international downturn
of 2008, although some sites are more ‘borderline’ than others. However, it is
important to realise that the assessments represent snapshots of the market at the
time of appraisal. In the event of an economic recovery, the situation for certain sites
is likely to be much improved, particularly where there is a significant housing element
included in the scheme. The evaluations provide an indication of which factors are
influencing viability the most and also test different scenarios which will be used to
inform the review of existing allocations and related policies in the preparation of the
City Plan.
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Introduction
1.1

This study has been undertaken to test the financial viability of a number of site
allocations in the submission version of the Core Strategy. Financial viability has
become widely accepted as being an integral element in the justification of effective
planning policies. Since the study was commissioned, the Core Strategy has been
formally withdrawn and work has commenced on the drafting of the City Plan (which
will replace the Core Strategy). The City Plan will build on the extensive work and
consultation already undertaken in the preparation of the Core Strategy.

1.2

Following the completion of the study, the Government’s National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) has been formally adopted which emphasises the importance of
ensuring that the “assessments of and strategies [within the Local Plan] for housing,
employment and other uses are integrated, and that they take full account of relevant
market and economic signals” (Para 158, NPPF, March 2012). The viability
assessments of sites together with the overview of market conditions contained in this
study will assist in making sure that policies in the City Plan and the preparation of site
allocations in Part 2 of the City Plan are sound.

1.3

Paragraph 173 of the NPPF specifically references the importance of ensuring viability
and deliverability in plan-making. It states:
“Pursuing sustainable development requires careful attention to viability and costs in
plan-making and decision-taking. Plans should be deliverable. Therefore, the sites and
the scale of development identified in the plan should not be subject to such a scale of
obligations and policy burdens that their ability to be developed viably is threatened.
To ensure viability, the costs of any requirements likely to be applied to development,
such as requirements for affordable housing, standards, infrastructure contributions or
other requirements should, when taking account of the normal cost of development
and mitigation, provide competitive returns to a willing land owner and willing
developer to enable the development to be deliverable”.

1.4

The Government is therefore keen that planning policies do not have a detrimental
impact on bringing sites forward for development by setting unrealistic targets for
development and/ or requiring unviable mix of uses. A prerequisite for this, is for Local
Planning Authorities to ensure that their Local Plans are realistic and credible by taking
into account changes in the housing, retail and office markets, as well as other factors
influencing the economics of development. Part 1 of this study thus provides an
important context for the review and modification of policies in the draft City Plan.

1.5

The viability assessments in this report have been independently conducted by the
property consultant and estate agent, Cluttons, to ensure that the methodology and
accuracy of the assessments are sufficiently rigorous and robust. The results of these
viability assessments have been reviewed and interpreted by council officers in the
main body of this report. Each individual assessment is included in Appendix 2.

1.6

It should be noted that the assessments contained in this study are informed by a
number of assumptions (see Part 3, Section 3.7). These provide an overall impression
of whether the site allocations are viable in the current market conditions, or have a
reasonable prospect of becoming viable in the longer term, under different but not
unrealistic assumptions about future market conditions. A key assumption which
underpins all the assessments, relates to the level of developer profit. Cluttons have
assumed a target developer profit of around 25% to reflect the fact that this is a high
level appraisal which takes no account of site specific costs e.g. Community
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Infrastructure Levy/Section 106 contributions, land remediation and decontamination,
demolition etc. In the case of a more specific development proposal, it generally
becomes easier to predict costs, hence target profit margins tend to be lower. The
study should not be used as a basis for any individual viability assessment being
considered in relation to a planning application, since the assumptions and ‘ballpark’
figures are unlikely to be replicated in the details of an actual planning application.
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Part 1 - Overview of current market conditions
Introduction
2.1

It is important to understand the changes which are happening both nationally and
locally in the residential, office and retail markets, as these conditions are directly
influencing the results of the viability assessments, particularly with respect to some of
the underlying assumptions. This section examines the key trends in the property
market associated with the principal land-uses and summarises the implications for the
site assessments.

National residential market conditions
2.2

In broad terms, the residential market in Brighton and Hove has mirrored the trends
seen elsewhere in East Sussex, the South East and the UK over the past three to five
years. In the ten year period preceding 2007, the national housing market
experienced strong positive house price growth, characterised by high transaction
levels. However, prices then fell and transaction levels slowed following the impact of
the global credit crisis in late 2007, which resulted in a peak to trough fall of
approximately 15.9% (£181,115 in Nov 2007 to £152,290 in Apr 2009) on average
house prices across England and Wales (see Fig 1).

2.3

In June 2009, average house prices in England and Wales stabilised and since then
monthly increases in prices have been recorded until they reached a peak in August
2010 of £166,923. This is still £14,192 short of the peak in average house prices
reached in November 2007. Recovery to this level is not expected in the short to
medium term. Recent survey data from the RICS1 confirms that activity levels in the
housing market remain depressed, with new buyer enquiries falling slightly in January
2012 and new vendor instructions rising slightly. Overall, there has been very little
movement or signs of a sustained recovery in the housing market.

2.4

Nevertheless, at the time of writing (February 2012) there have been some signs of a
slight improvement in the housing market as evidenced by the rise in house building
starts (seasonally adjusted) which stood at 25,240 in the December quarter 20112.
This is 6 per cent higher than in the September quarter 2011 and 74 per cent above
the trough in the March quarter 2009, but 48 per cent below the December quarter
2005 peak. Housing completions in England (seasonally adjusted) also increased this
quarter by 2 per cent from 26,180 in the September quarter 2011 to 26,730 in the
December quarter 2011. This compares to a 4 per cent fall between the June 2011
and the September 2011 quarters. However, in the difficult economic circumstances,
any recovery of the housing market is likely to remain fragile.

1
2

RICS Housing Market Survey UK – January 2012
House Building: December Quarter 2011 – Department of Communities and Local Government
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Fig 1 – National and regional residential market
Source: Land Registry – Jan 2012
2.5

A key determinant in the recovery of the housing market will be interest rates. Current
expectations are that interest rates will remain the same at 0.5% (i.e. at historic lows)
for the next 12-18 months. However, the country still faces inflationary pressure from
both oil prices and the demand for exports. In September 2011, the rate of inflation
rose from 4.5% to 5.2% - an increase in energy costs was behind a large proportion of
the rise3. Since reaching a peak in September 2011, inflation declined to 4.2% in
December. In February 2012, the Bank of England stated that inflation was “likely to
decline further as the contribution of energy and import prices diminishes, while
downward pressure from unemployment and spare capacity continues to restrain
domestically generated inflation”. The predicted reduction in inflation as well as the
stabilisation of interest rates is likely to have a stabilising effect on the housing market
in the short to medium term.

2.6

In common with the rest of the country, East Sussex and Brighton & Hove’s housing
market has been through a period of volatility with both areas experiencing a shorter
and sharper decline in house prices over a period of 15 -16 months than England and
Wales. Evidence from the Land Registry shows that property prices in Brighton &
Hove appear to have started on an upward trajectory since quarter 2 of 2009 (April –
June) but have leveled out over the last two years, similar to the picture nationally and
for East Sussex as a whole. According to the latest statistics, the average house
price in the city is now £217,861, a very slight increase on the December 2011 figure
but lower than a year ago. Current property prices are 6.4% below the high of

Local residential market conditions

3

Bills for gas and electricity have risen 9.9% in the past month, and are up 18.3% on the year - BBC
Business “UK CPI inflation rate rises to 5.2% in September”.
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£232,689 seen in November 2007 but are still 23.5% higher than the average price of
properties in East Sussex (see Appendix 1).

Fig 2 – Local residential market
Source: Land Registry – January 2012
2.7

There are a number of reasons for this differential in house prices, both locally and
within the wider region. In Brighton and Hove, there is a shortage of housing supply
despite continued demand for housing within the city. Research conducted by DTZ on
behalf of the council4, attributes the higher local house prices to the relationship with
London, which exerts a considerable influence over long distance commuting and
household movements out of London. A considerable proportion of Brighton and
Hove’s workforce have jobs in the capital, reflecting the fast rail service from Brighton
to Croydon and London Victoria and Brighton’s close proximity to outer London via the
A23. This pattern produces a distinct ‘commuter effect’, increasing demand for
housing in specific locations within the city and hence directly contributes to house
price inflation. The knock-on effect has been to increase the value of land which is
currently allocated for housing, which is reflected in the viability assessments.

National commercial market conditions
2.8

4

As a result of the global “credit crunch” that commenced in August 2007, the UK
entered an economic recession, as measured by Gross Domestic Product (GDP), in
the spring of 2008 which finally ended in the autumn of 2009 (see Fig 3). Since then,
there have been a number of measures implemented by the Coalition Government in
response to the banking crisis, including cuts to public sector spending and tax rises.
VAT went up to 20% in January 2011, plus there were changes made to National
Insurance and income tax in April 2011 which was designed to help low earners.
According to the Office for National Statistics’ latest bulletin, the UK’s economic output

“Brighton & Hove Strategic Housing Market Assessment” DTZ, 2008
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(GDP) shrank by 0.2 per cent in the fourth quarter of 2011 – which represents a drastic
slowdown from the 0.6 per cent growth recorded in the previous quarter. The
contraction was slightly worse than the 0.1 per cent that economists had expected and
if it is followed by another period of negative growth in the current first quarter, the UK
economy will be officially back in recession. Economists expect this contraction to
continue in the second quarter of 2012, as the economy struggles under the austerity
measures imposed as a result of the credit crunch and the eurozone debt crisis.
2.9

The net result of all this uncertainty is that commercial property values have fallen by
0.2%, according to the latest monthly report from CBRE5. The VAT rise, threat
of inflation, lack of consumer confidence, rise in unemployment, fall in house
prices and continued absence of credit from banks are factors that are likely to
contribute to further falls in commercial values within the retail, office and industrial
sectors during the remainder of 2012.

Fig 3 – National growth (GDP), Source: UK Office for National Statistics
2.10

Recent data published by the CBRE6, has revealed that rental values for commercial
property have continued to fall. Overall, rental values were marginally down in
January, falling by 0.1%. The office market continued to provide positive growth in
December 2011, the only sector to do so. Growth of 0.13% was fuelled by the West
End, where capital values of office premises rose by 0.7%, driven by restricted supply.
For the first time in 27 months, offices in the City of London experienced a fall in
values, by 0.1%. The retail and industrial sectors both saw capital values fall – by
0.28% and 0.11% respectively. Regional variation continues over the two sectors,
with London and the South East holding up more resolutely than the rest of the UK.

2.11

Property prices are forecast to fall even further in the near future as the supply of
property being sold is expected to rise. This supply will mainly come from banks,
which have started to take harder positions with property owners who are in arrears
with their loan interest payments, in the form of repossessions. Since there is limited
demand to meet this supply, as a result of banks remaining reluctant to lend money to
property investors, prices will continue to adjust to reflect lower revenues. This view
can be supported by derivative pricing which is showing that values of shops, offices

5
6

“Market View: UK Monthly Statement”, CBRE, Feb 2012
“Market View: UK Monthly Statement”, CBRE, Feb 2012
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and industrial units will continue to fall in 2012 with very limited movements in 2013
and 2014 predicted.

Local commercial market conditions
Office market – demand
2.11

Despite the ongoing general economic uncertainty in the UK, the office market in the
Brighton and Hove area has held up reasonably well to date. An assessment carried
out by Cluttons in May 2011, shows that since 2000, the average annual take-up of
offices in the city has been approximately 150,000 sq ft (see Fig 4). This hit a low of
70,000 sq ft in 2004 followed by a high of 350,000 sq ft in 2005. Since then, take–up
of office space dropped to around 100,000 sq ft in both 2008 and 2009, but improved
significantly in 2010 to 215,000 sq ft.
400,000
350,000
300,000
Sq ft

250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
0
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Year

Fig 4: Total annual take-up
Source: Cluttons - Office Market Analysis, 2011
2.12

Historically, office take-up in the city has comprised a large number of smaller office
suites (see Fig 5), with around 93% of the number of transactions in 2010 involving
buildings or office suites of less than 5,000 sq ft. During 2010, Cluttons witnessed a
significant increase in the number of transactions of around 5,000 sq ft, generally
comprising of new or modern refurbished Grade A office space. The vast majority of
transactions were for office space under 2000 sq ft. Generally, these businesses are
not able to finance the construction of their own office space so rely on speculative
development for the provision of Grade A offices.
Fig 5: Annual take-up by size
Size (Sq Ft)
10,001+
5,001 – 10,000
2,001 – 5,000
0 – 2,000
Total

2009 – No. of
Transactions
0
6 (9%)
7 (11%)
51 (80%)
64 (100%)

Total
(Sq Ft)
0
33,488
27,339
39,173
139,173

(Source: Cluttons – Office Market Analysis, 2011)
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2010 – No. of
Transactions
4 (5%)
2 (2%)
16 (19%)
62 (74%)
84 (100%)

Total
(Sq Ft)
101,000
11,125
49,900
53,320
215,345
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Office market - supply
2.13

According to Cluttons (see Fig 6), there is currently 549,000 sq ft of office space being
marketed in the city (down from 680,000 sq ft in January 2010), which represents a
vacancy rate of 13% (down from 16% in January 2010). In addition, there is a further
55,000 sq ft consented, but where construction has not yet started, with developers
seeking pre-lets.
Fig 6: Annual office availability
Office availability
(Sq Ft)
Total availability

Jan 2007

Jan 2008

Jan 2009

Jan 2010

Jan 2011

383,000

468,000

552,000

680,000

549,000

Vacancy rate

9%

11%

13%

16%

13%

Total Grade A
availability
% Grade A
availability

57,450

70,200

55,200

140,000

130,700

15%

15%

10%

22%

24%

(Source: Cluttons – Office Market Analysis, 2011)
2.14

The 549,000 sq ft currently available comprises 165 properties and or suites, of which
60% are in units of 2,000 sq ft or less, 21% are in the 2,001 to 5,000 sq ft size range
and 19% are greater than 5,000 sq ft (see Fig 7). However, in many cases, the larger
buildings can be let in smaller units. In terms of the 549,000 sq ft of available offices,
approximately 24% can be described as Grade A office space.

7%

26%

12%

10,001+
5,001 – 10,000
2,001 – 5,000
21%

1,001 – 2,000
0 – 1,000

34%

Fig 7: Current availability of office space by size of unit
Source: Cluttons - Office Market Analysis, 2011
2.15

In Brighton and Hove, much of the existing office stock is within older purpose built
buildings or converted period buildings. In fact, there have been very few major office
developments in the city since the early 1990s. Until the City Park development
adjacent to Hove Park was completed in 2005/06 (approximately 200,000 sq ft), the
last major office development that was completed in the city was Trafalgar Place,
adjacent to Brighton station in 1991/92 (approximately 250,000 sq ft). There has been
a small amount of new build as part of the New England Quarter mixed use
development, including City View, comprising 30,000 sq ft of Grade A space. A
degree of refurbishment and upgrading of older buildings, such as at Queensbury
House in Queens Road, has also occurred. This lack of substantial new stock,
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especially in the central area, has resulted in Trafalgar Place continuing to be regarded
as the city’s prime office development some 20 years later.

2.16

Many of the largest employers in Brighton and Hove are in the financial and business
services sectors, which have gone through significant changes over the last decade
due to factors such as new technology, outsourcing abroad, mergers etc. This has
resulted in a great deal of consolidation and downsizing. Accordingly, much of the
available accommodation in the city is made up of surplus second hand space rather
than vacant new developments. As the current economic climate continues, it is highly
likely that more space will come onto the market as occupiers go into administration,
downsize and/or look to reduce their overheads.

2.17

A number of other sites around the city have planning consents or allocations for office
development (e.g. Preston Barracks on the Lewes Road, Edward Street etc), but none
of these are likely to come on stream before 2013. At the time of writing (January
2012), several owners of sites allocated for, or in office use, are pursuing proposals for
mixed use developments, often with office floorspace as a relatively minor element. In
the majority of cases, developers are proposing housing as a substitute for office
floorspace, reflecting the higher land values which housing development can attract.
This is borne out by the results of the assessments, which strongly suggest a positive
correlation between increasing the housing element and improving the viability of
these schemes. The rental values for office development used in the assessments
reflect the results of Cluttons’ market analysis of factors influencing the demand and
supply of office space within the city.

Retail market
2.18

Many national operators consider that UK high street retail is undergoing a “slow yet
steady” recovery. However, economic experts are generally more pessimistic and
predict a longer recovery period. Results will undoubtedly continue to vary from sector
to sector and indeed, within each sector. Spending in current prices on nondiscretionary items, such as food and non-alcoholic beverages, showed steady growth
throughout the recession7. Between quarter one 2008 and quarter two 2009, the value
of households spending increased by 4.5 per cent. However, the volume (amount) of
food purchased fell over the same period by 5.6 per cent, and then remained relatively
stable. This picture fits with the pattern of food prices, which have steadily risen over
the last three years. Over the same period, spending on discretionary items fell during
the recession, although since 2009 there have been some signs of recovery,
particularly in certain sectors. Most commentators predict spending on audio-visual
goods, such as mobile phones, will continue to grow throughout 2012, while spending
on hotels and restaurants will remain fairly flat due to a rise in prices.

2.19

Brighton and Hove has mirrored the rest of the UK in terms of current retail market
trends. However, while overall UK high street retail vacancies were running at
approximately 14.3% in February 20128, Brighton has performed a bit better with an
estimated 11.5% vacancy rate overall9, indicative of its stronger retail sector and its
destination as a regional shopping centre. Cluttons’ retail market analysis considers
that the city has benefited as a result of its broad retail offer i.e. both nationals and
independent retailers being well represented on the high street. Some of its success
is also attributable to:

7

“Impact of recession on household spending”, Office for National Statistics (21 Feb 2012)
“UK shop vacancy rate remains high at 14.3%”, Retail Gazette (7 Feb 2012)
9
“Call to save Sussex high streets”, The Argus (8 Feb 2012) – report focuses on the findings of the Local Data
Company and the British Property Federation who commissioned Brighton’s Business Improvement District to
carry out a survey of city centre shops.
8
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•
•
•

the significant presence of IT, media and arts related services;
the large student population; and
the active tourist trade.

The combination of all these factors has made the city’s retail sector more resilient to
the effects of the economic downturn.
2.20

Demand across the Brighton retail sector remains strong. The city’s prime retail
requirements have reduced but prominent international and national companies are
still seeking representation on the high street, including those from within the highly
active convenience store sector. Supply has also held up due in the main to the lack
of good sized prime retail opportunities presenting themselves. Secondary retail
markets have also seen a fall in overall demand but good numbers of independent and
start up businesses remain. The rental values for retail development assumed in the
assessments reflect the findings of the Cluttons retail market analysis in respect of the
city’s shopping centres (i.e. district and town centre).

2.21

In line with the national economic situation, Brighton and Hove is experiencing a
downturn in investment across all three sectors of the market i.e. residential, office and
retail. Nevertheless, current market trends would suggest that because of its proximity
to London, Brighton and Hove is being cushioned from the more extreme effects of the
credit crunch and will be better poised for recovery than other areas of the South East
when the economy picks up. However, current economic forecasts remain bleak with
regard to the future, particularly in the light of recent developments in the eurozone
which have required significant financial contributions from other members of the
European Union, including the UK, to secure the stability of the euro. As a result, all
the signs are that the wider economic situation and any signs of recovery will remain
extremely fragile for the foreseeable future.

2.22

There are a number of implications for allocated sites within the withdrawn Core
Strategy. It is recommended that policies are carefully worded in the emerging City
Plan in order to allow a range of planning decisions, depending on economic and
market trends - allowing for flexibility in the shorter term, while ensuring that strategic
objectives are not overly compromised in the longer term. In practice this may mean,
for example, that a planning application decision made during the prevailing market
slump may not be replicated or renewed when market conditions pick up. An inventive
approach to the development management process is also likely to play an important
role in helping to incentivise the development of sites in the shorter term, whilst
ensuring an adequate supply of sites to meet strategic objectives over the longer term.

2.23

There may be certain sites which policy authors consider as too strategically important
to allow such a flexible approach - and which consequently they may want to hold
back under a phasing plan until later in the plan period, in the hope of an economic
upturn. Under a ‘normal’ economic cycle, two episodes of recovery would be expected
over a ten year period (see Fig 8) and at least three periods of economic recovery
would be expected over the course of the City Plan period (2013-2030). However, it is
difficult to predict the course of the development market, given the extraordinary
prevailing economic conditions. A cautious approach might factor for at least two
periods of local economic recovery over the plan period. It is recommended that policy
authors take this into account when reviewing their allocations.

Summary
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Figure 8: The economic cycle
Source: Today in Social Sciences Blog – 30 Jan 2012
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Part 2 - Viability Appraisal and Assumptions
Methodology
3.1

Cluttons were appointed by the council to carry out viability appraisals of identified key
sites to test the viability of strategic land allocations considered essential to delivering
the emerging City Plan. The council provided Cluttons with a list of key sites together
with an indication of the number of residential units, amount of floorspace and land
uses based on allocations in the former Core Strategy proposed submission
document.

3.2

In preparing the viability assessments, Cluttons adopted a standard property market
approach to development site appraisals, using specialist software packages. The
approach is based upon the provision of an estimate of the gross development value
of the proposed scheme less the costs of development, including all professional
fees, finance costs, construction costs and legal and agent’s fees, along with a
developers profit margin based on a percentage of costs. What is left is known as the
residual value of the site and can be used to estimate the land value.

3.3

For example, in assessing the value of a potential housing site, a developer will
require an estimate of the value of the homes that can be built on the site and the cost
of building them. The expected value of the homes i.e. the gross development value
(GDV), is influenced by a planning allocation or permission, overall density, the
balance between flats and houses, starter and family properties etc. Most important,
however, are the prevailing economic conditions. When property prices are high
GDVs will be boosted, whereas during a downturn - as in the current prevailing
economic circumstances - the position is reversed, with falling property values putting
a downward pressure on GDVs.

3.4

The GDVs estimated by Cluttons have been based upon evidence of other
comparable development in the city and have been assessed at values prevailing at
the time of the appraisal. They represent snapshots of the market at the time of
appraisal and have not been projected forward. Similarly, construction costs have
been based upon unit rates at a particular point of time and thus make no allowances
for future inflation.

3.5

The appraisals were carried out using the Prodev Development Appraisal Program, a
standard development appraisal software package extensively used throughout the
property industry. The software relies upon inputting calculations of residual land
values and the outcome of each appraisal is therefore reactive to those input
variables.

3.6

The appraisals provided have been based upon very broad assumptions in respect of
design, layout and quantity of development. Should any of these assumptions
change, the residual land value is likely to fluctuate, possibly to a significant degree.
Specific schemes for the sites will require more detailed viability assessments to be
carried out. Thus the appraisals submitted as part of this exercise are for broad
guidance only. Cluttons have not provided advice in respect of densities and the
capacity of each site to deliver the floor space and unit numbers supplied by the
council. However, the densities indicated in the allocations within the Core Strategy
have been informed by the following:

Limitations
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the council’s Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment, in respect of each
site’s ability to accommodate future residential development;
the existing amount of development on the site i.e. the amount of office floorspace
currently provided on brownfield sites where applicable – e.g. Anston House,
Telecom House etc;
broadbrush capacity exercises carried out ‘on plan’ during the Local Development
Framework process in support of strategic allocations (e.g. DA4: London Road and
New England Quarter).

Whilst these are not detailed capacity assessments, they do provide a rough indication
of the amount of development that each site could accommodate if they were to come
forward in the future.

General assumptions
3.7

In the absence of specific proposals relating to each of the sites tested, the broad
assumptions listed below were agreed. The basis for these assumptions is explained
in paragraphs 3.8 – 3.12 that follow. Whilst some costs (e.g. site assembly and
planning obligations) have been omitted due to the difficulty in estimating them in the
absence of necessary information, other costs (contingency funding and the
developer’s profit) have been assumed to be particularly high in order to offset these
omissions and provide overall ball park figures for each of the sites.


In respect of layout, design and density, each site would be able to support the
amount of development proposed by the council.



There would be sufficient market demand at market rates for the levels of
development indicated in the assessments. The assessments therefore do not
take account of existing locational impacts on demand or, indeed, future upgrades
to areas which might improve the commercial attractiveness of sites thereby
increasing market demand. For example, there are emerging initiatives such as
the Lewes Road Sustainable Transport Fund secured for sustainable transport
improvements on Lewes Road, that would be expected to result in lower car
parking ratios and a possible increase in the development capacity of sites in the
vicinity of Lewes Road. However, initiatives such as these have not been factored
into any of the assessments.



All sites would be ready and available for development. No specific allowances
were made for site assembly costs, demolition of existing structures, abnormal
costs such as contamination remediation and substantial ground works.
Developers typically set aside a 5% contingency when conducting their viability
assessments. The viability assessments carried out by Cluttons set aside a
contingency budget of 10% to take account of any S106 or CIL contributions as
well as abnormal costs which might be encountered in bringing forward a site for
development e.g. decontamination costs etc.



Following standard conventions in the development industry, developer profits
were based on an assumed percentage. Normally this is about 20% of costs.
Assumed profit figures reflect levels of risk - the higher the potential risk, the higher
the profit margin in order to offset those risks. In this instance, given the tight
lending criteria of banks and the difficult economic conditions, the viability
assessments have assumed a relatively high target profit margin of 25% which is
considered to be realistic given the state of the market at the time of writing.
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The appraisals would be carried out in accordance with the principles enshrined
within the RICS Valuation Statements, but should not be classified as valuations
falling within the Statements due to the broad based assumptions being made in
respect of each site.



The appraisals would be drawn up based upon Cluttons standard valuation
assumptions and bases of valuation as attached in Appendix 2.



The following car parking ratios have been applied:
Commercial car parking – 1 space: 101sq m of floorspace
Residential car parking – 1 space: 1 residential unit (maximum standard within
SPGBH4)

Residential assumptions
3.8

The unit numbers, space standards and housing mix for each site have been predetermined by the council in order to meet the requirements of planning policy while
also having regard to the council’s housing needs survey10 for Brighton and Hove.

3.9

The assumptions applied in relation to residential development have been derived
from the council’s latest Affordable Housing Brief. Where sites have been allocated for
housing, the appraisals assume that there will be a requirement to provide 40% of
affordable housing in line with the council’s Local Plan policy HO2. Each of the
individual assessments has assumed the worst case scenario i.e. that no Social
Housing Grant (SHG) is available in support of the development of affordable housing.
This is because it is difficult to predict which housing schemes would be successful in
securing SHG. However, in the case of sites which are able to secure SHG, viability is
likely to improve.

3.10

For the purposes of this study, it was assumed that each site would bring forward 45%
shared equity and 55% affordable rented to reflect the requirements of the council’s
Affordable Housing Brief. However, recent changes in SHG requirements means that
the council cannot insist on this tenure split because the allocation of SHG currently
favours shared ownership schemes. Nevertheless, the delivery of social rented
housing remains an important aspiration in the implementation of the council’s
affordable housing policy. ,

3.10

A current base price per square metre has been applied for the Brighton and Hove
area in respect of construction costs for residential and commercial development.
These build costs were based upon build price information gathered at the local level
by Cluttons. The base figures adopted are detailed in Appendix 2.

Construction costs

Sustainability costs
3.11

10
11

The base costs relating to residential development exclude the cost of construction to
meet the Code for Sustainable Homes (Level 4) for housing development – these
costs are identified separately in each of the viability assessments. However, the
figures relating to commercial development (e.g. office, managed workspace, retail,
community, health etc) do include an allowance to meet BREEAM Excellent
specification standards. Both the Code for Sustainable Homes (Level 4) and
BREEAM Excellent are requirements of the council’s SPD0811.

Housing Needs Survey 2005.
SPD08 Sustainable Building Design.
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3.12

Part 3 of the Study has not included any scenarios which downgrade these policy
requirements. This is because the costs associated with achieving sustainable
development and thus compliance with SPD08, have little impact on overall
development costs and consequently viability.

3.13

The assessments have assumed professional fees (Architects, Quantity Surveyors,
Planning Consultants, Engineers, etc) amounting to an average of 11% of build costs.
All assessments have assumed 100% debt finance – this being the worst case
scenario. A finance rate of 6% per annum on debt charged quarterly and compounded
quarterly has therefore been applied, assuming 100% debt finance. However, like
most strategic sites with complex land ownership arrangements, there is the likelihood
that smaller developments coming forward within the wider site will not require 100%
debt finance or in some instances, no third party finance at all. A general pattern
emerging in the technical viability appraisals is that the current cost of finance is a
significant factor in affecting overall viability. In addition, land in multiple ownership is
likely to affect the timing of delivery of the scheme allocations due to individual
developer finance regimes and the difficulty/ ease of securing funding.

Other normal development costs

Part 3 - Viability Evaluations of Sites
The language used in relation to viability can be very technical and confusing at times. This
next part of the Study attempts to demystify the results of the viability assessments carried out
by Cluttons by providing an “easy to read” summary of some of the key factors influencing
viability in relation to the six strategic sites. For a definition of some of the key terms used in
these evaluations, see para 3.2-3.4.
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Brighton Marina Inner Harbour

Policy DA2

Site information
• Located approximately 2.5 km east of
Brighton’s city centre.
• Hosts a variety of uses, predominantly
marina-related and residential, leisure
and retail.
• Leisure and retail uses are principally
concentrated in the western half of the
Marina.
• Part of the site has been designated in
the Local Plan as a District Centre.
• Piecemeal development combined with
complex ownership arrangements has led
to a poor and unattractive public realm
making ‘way finding’ difficult and the
implementation of consented schemes
challenging.
• Masterplan for Brighton Marina and the
wider area was produced in 2008 in
recognition that the Marina needed a
comprehensive framework in place to
guide the future regeneration of this
important gateway to the city.

Map/image

Details of allocation
Size: 11Ha
Core Strategy Policy: DA2
Strategic Allocation:
• Mixed use development
• 1000 residential units
• 5000 sq m retail (A1 – A5)
• Healthy Living Centre c. 500sq m *
• Community Centre c. 500 sq m *
• The size of the Healthy Living and
Community Centre are not specified in
the Development Area policy. However,
the unit sizes are based on the Inner
Harbour planning application (ref:
BH2007/03454)

Site specific assumptions:
• No allowance made for any
compensation or payments made to
secure ownership of the site to be
developed.
• Assumption that parking will be provided
in a multi-storey format.
• Car parking ratios based on former
planning application.
• Community space assumed to be built to
the same Grade A specification as new
build offices.
• Average Gross Development Value
(GDV) for residential units used for
appraisal, to include a mix of type of
units including some above commercial
space, some facing the waterfront, some
facing inland without sea views and
some penthouses.
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Brighton Marina Inner Harbour

Policy DA2

Commentary on viability assessment
•

Given the use allocations set out in the Core Strategy, in the market conditions
prevailing at the time of the study, this site is unlikely to be considered viable by a
commercial developer even if the site is given a nominal value of £1. The gross
development value only just outweighs the cost of development, generating a profit of
£15M equivalent to just 6.87% of costs.

•

Two major development schemes associated with the Marina have been before
Planning Committee: the consented Outer Harbour (Brunswick Developments
BH2006/01124) scheme and the refused Inner Harbour (Explore Living, X-Leisure
BH2007/03454) scheme. The developer of the Outer Harbour scheme (granted
planning permission in 2006) has undertaken sufficient pre-works to ensure that the
permission has technically commenced.

•

Whilst the majority of the allocation would appear to be viable, when looking at the
base construction costs against capital value for individual elements such as
residential and retail, other unavoidable costs totalling £58M have dramatically
reduced its overall viability. The three factors responsible for driving up costs are:

¾ car parking (£21M);
¾ works to improve the general environment and access roads (£9M); and
¾ financing (£28M).
•

The cost of providing multi-storey parking is a considerable amount (over £21M)
representing over 11% of the total build costs. However, given the physical
constraints of the site and the amount of parking required in support of the proposed
land uses, it would not be possible to provide the surface parking without seriously
compromising the space available for more commercial types of development i.e.
residential, retail etc. which have a much higher return on investment. The majority of
parking would therefore need to be provided as undercroft and/ or underground
parking.

•

Realistically, any future developer of Brighton Marina would need to invest in
improving the public realm along with road and pedestrian access in the vicinity of the
site, helping to create easier routes in and around the Marina. These costs, estimated
at just over £9M, have therefore been included in the viability assessment.

•

Given the sheer scale of development proposed, the costs of financing are significant
at just over £28M of total build costs. Since the banking crisis, lending has slowed in
response to more stringent lending criteria which is having a negative impact on all
markets including the residential and retail markets. At the time of writing, changes to
the Social Housing Grant is also influencing the phasing of future housing
development and the delivery of affordable housing i.e. the balance between shared
ownership and social rented.

•

In 2007, the council began working with ATLAS12 to bring forward a comprehensive
framework for the future regeneration of the Marina and wider area. Discussions took

12
ATLAS was set up in 2004 as a pilot scheme by the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM) to
provide an independent advisory service available at the request of Local Authorities to support them in
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Brighton Marina Inner Harbour

Policy DA2

place with stakeholders and the principal landowners with an interest in the site,
culminating in the development of a Masterplan for the Marina and wider area,
including the Black Rock and Gas Works sites.

•

The Masterplan provides a comprehensive framework for the consideration and
determination of planning applications and is designed to avoid further piecemeal
development of the Marina. It also identifies those areas of the Marina which are
priorities for investment to ensure the creation of a successful place. The Masterplan
helps to provide certainty for developers about the delivery of key objectives e.g.
townscape, public realm etc, which in turn should assist with costing proposals. It is
likely that the supporting text in Policy DA2 of the forthcoming City Plan will make
reference to the need for substantial improvements to the public realm in addition to
meeting the requirements of other key objectives within the Masterplan.

Appraisal of critical issues
1. Residential provision
As evidenced by the results of the assessment, it is unlikely to be considered viable by a
commercial developer in the market conditions prevailing at the time of the study. This is
largely attributable to certain unavoidable costs associated with bringing forward the
development of the site which cannot be substantially altered i.e. improvements to the public
realm and transport infrastructure and the cost of financing and underground parking. In
order for the scheme viability to improve in the current market, the balance of uses would
need to be adjusted in favour of higher value land uses such as residential.
As it stands currently, the capital value of the completed retail space is £35M against base
construction costs of around £21M, whereas the gross development value of the residential
element is £198M against base construction costs of £94M (i.e. If the proportion of housing to
be provided on site was increased, then there would undoubtedly be a better return on
investment.
For example, a reduction in parking (using the ratios below) and an increase in residential
provision suggests an overall profit. A small adjustment to the mix can result in dramatically
different profit levels.
However, given the limited land available within the Marina, any increase in the number of
housing units would need to be accommodated. This would most likely take the form of flats
located over retail development both of which would have implications for increased height
and/ or densities.
2. Car parking
SPGBH4 Parking Standards provides guidance on the parking ratios to be applied in respect
of different land uses. It suggests a maximum of one car parking space per residential unit
should apply in the case of residential development outside of the city centre. Given the
relative remoteness of Brighton Marina, car parking is often an incentive to buyers and
secures quick sales on private residential development. If the volume of car parking was to
dealing with complex large scale housing led projects. The team is now hosted and delivered through
the Homes & Communities Agency, providing a key role in the enabling services offered by the Agency.
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Brighton Marina Inner Harbour

Policy DA2

be reduced, it would have to be supported by significant investment and enhancement of
existing public transport provision.
In recognition of this, both major development schemes proposed at the Marina, have
suggested a number of public transport improvements including a transport interchange, a
rapid bus system (operating between the station, the city centre and the Marina) and a
knock-through from the Marina into Madeira Drive. All of these measures are likely to drive
the cost of development up. However, some of these improvements may be part funded by
savings made in relation to the reduced number of underground parking spaces required as a
result of the development and/ or the revenue generated from an increase in the number of
residential units. Consideration would need to be given to the reduction in car parking and
whether a demand for operational and residential parking spaces can be off-set by
improvements to the transport provision.
Since parking provision constitutes a significant proportion (11%) of total construction costs,
adjusting the ratios of car parking can significantly reduce build costs. Applying the following
parking ratios, for example, means that parking provision constitutes only 6% of total build
costs:
•
•
•

Community use – 1: 208 sq m (5 spaces)
Retail use – 1:50 sq m (280 spaces)
Residential use – 0.5 spaces per residential unit (600 spaces)

A reduction in parking provision alone is not sufficient to secure the future viability of the
allocation, hence the suggestion of combining a parking ratio reduction with an increase in
the number of residential units.
3. Retail provision
The future performance of the retail and leisure offer at the Marina will be directly influenced
by any expansion in the retail and leisure facilities provided as a result of the redevelopment
of the Brighton Centre and Black Rock. Since the Marina already has District Centre status,
increasing the amount of retail floorspace in the development allocation is likely to improve
viability. However, the return on investment for retail development is not as significant as the
return on investment for residential development and so no expansion in the retail floorspace
has been recommended at this stage beyond the level which is already indicated in the
allocation.
Considerations for
LDF policy authors
Increase the amount of
residential
accommodation.

Viability Impacts

Policy Impacts

The scenario above demonstrates
that a viable scheme can be
achieved, if the number of
housing units is increased from
1000 to 1200 units and the
parking standards are lowered to
reflect improvements in the public
transport and road infrastructure.
This would suggest a profit is
achievable which would make the
allocation viable (albeit assuming
a nominal land value, no
infrastructure or contamination

The text of Policy DA2 Part C
of the withdrawn Core Strategy
would need to be amended to
reflect the results of the
assessment i.e. an increase in
the number of residential units,
changes to car parking
standards etc. A key issue at
the Marina is building above
cliff height. Given the
sensitivities of building above
cliff height, any amendment to
the policy should ideally be
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Brighton Marina Inner Harbour

Policy DA2

costs). There is scope to achieve
a viable scheme with a modest
adjustment to the variables and
whilst these create a very
generous profit level, it can be
demonstrated that a smaller
adjustment can still obtain profit
levels that render the scheme
viable.

informed by the results of a
capacity study of the site to
ensure it can support the level
of development indicated in
Part C. The need for higher
densities at the Marina will
also have to be assessed
against existing strategic
residential allocations and new
allocations. However, the
original assessment has
demonstrated that the existing
allocation is unlikely to be
viable in the current market
conditions if the considerable
improvements to the public
realm and transport
infrastructure are to be
achieved. This is central to
the objectives of both policy
DA2 and the Masterplan.

Viability impact – medium
To explore the impact
on viability of applying
a lower parking
standard for
commercial and
residential uses than
that indicated in
SPGBH4.

Policy impact - high
A reduction in car parking
Since parking provision
constitutes a significant proportion standards would be consistent
with policies CP8 and DA2,
(11%) of total construction costs,
adjusting the ratios of car parking, which support reduced car use
along the lines suggested above, and a move towards more
sustainable modes of
would significantly reduce build
transport. The parking
costs. The changes to parking
standards would need to be
ratios increases the overall profit
on cost from 7% to approximately proportionate with other
comparable developments in
10.7%. A reduction in parking
provision alone is not sufficient to the city and accompanied by a
robust justification.
secure the future viability of the
Consideration should be given
allocation, which is why an
to the impact of displaced
increase in the number of
parking, if ratios are lowered
residential units has been
significantly.
suggested.
Viability impact – medium

Policy impact - low

Conclusion
As can be seen from the appraisal of critical factors, scope exists to adjust the balance of
uses in favour of higher value land uses i.e. residential. This will be central to realising other
important aspirations for the site such as those identified in the Masterplan (PAN 04) e.g.
improved public realm and transport infrastructure. The scenario given in this evaluation
shows that increasing the number of residential units and applying lower parking standards
for commercial and residential uses than that indicated in SPGBH4, is likely to significantly
improve viability. However, infrastructure costs, land ownership issues and the cost of
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borrowing will determine whether this proposed level of development is not only viable but
deliverable. The introduction of Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) payments may help to
direct developer contributions towards priority objectives for the Marina and provide a level of
certainty in determining costs.
Other important considerations in the achievement of the future viability of the Marina will be
factors such as residential density, consideration of development above cliff height and its
wider relationship with the future development of the Black Rock site (and that site’s role in
relation to the redevelopment of the Brighton Centre). Nevertheless, given the limited
availability of development sites for housing elsewhere in the city, the Marina remains one of
the few brownfield sites that can significantly help towards meeting local housing
requirements in the future. The National Planning Policy Framework suggests a rolling
supply of sites to provide at least 5 years worth of housing assessed against Local Authority
requirements. It also suggests that these sites should be viable rather than simply
deliverable. Subject to an adjustment of the existing policy to reflect the results of this
assessment, the Marina represents an important opportunity to address the city’s housing
requirements in the medium to long term which should be both viable and deliverable.
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Preston Barracks, Lewes Rd

Policy DA3

Site information
• Formerly part of an army barracks dating
back to late eighteenth century.
• Important brownfield site located
approximately a mile and a half to the
north east of the city centre and 10
minutes walk from Moulsecoomb station.
• To the north and east of the site lies the
Moulsecoomb campus of Brighton
University. While to the south, is the
Pavilion Retail Park.
• Site purchased by the council from the
Ministry of Defence using SEEDA funding
in 2002.
• SPGBH14 on Preston Barracks adopted
in 2003. Subsequently, an updated
Planning Brief has been adopted in
September 2011 following an expansion
of the site area to include Brighton
University land, effectively doubling the
area available for development.

Map/image

Details of allocation
Size: 2.28 Ha
Core Strategy allocation: DA3
• Mixed-use development
• 10,600 sq m of Grade A office space
• 8,000 sq m of managed workspace
• 200 residential units (40% affordable)

Site specific assumptions
• No allowance made for the possibility of
contamination remediation, nor any other
abnormal site specific works which may
be required.
• Assumption that the site can
accommodate the indicative floorspace
and unit numbers supplied by the council.
• That the parking spaces on site will be
provided as undercroft parking.

Commentary on viability assessment
•

Given the use allocations set out in the Core Strategy, in the market conditions prevailing
at the time of the study, this site is unlikely to be considered viable by a commercial
developer even if the site is given a nominal value of £1. The costs of development far
outweigh the gross development value, leaving a development deficit of £21.75M.

•

Numerous scheme options have been explored by the council aimed at assembling an
appropriate and financially viable scheme, all of which have lent authenticity to the findings
of the assessment.

•

Even before the economic downturn, the employment-led development of the Preston
Barracks site could not be financially secured. Higher value uses such as residential and
retail continue to be favoured uses in comparison to Grade A office and managed
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Preston Barracks, Lewes Rd

Policy DA3

workspace.

•

The amount of office space required under the Core Strategy allocation (Policy DA3)
cannot be assumed to benefit from cross subsidy from more profitable uses of the site.
This, together with a current lack of demand for large office suites epitomised in the lower
rental values (see Appendix 2), is having a negative impact on the overall financial viability
of the scheme.

•

In 2009, the council began discussions with the University to explore the potential for a
joint approach to development spanning Preston Barracks, the University’s Moulsecoomb
campus and Mithras House to the east of Lewes Road. Work undertaken in partnership
with the University, has culminated in the development of a Planning Brief for the site
which includes University land immediately to the north and east of the site.

•

By expanding the site area covered by the Planning Brief, it is hoped that there will be
greater capacity to bring forward the Barracks site as part of a wider mixed-use
redevelopment. It is recommended that the allocation under DA3 of the withdrawn Core
Strategy is revised to reflect recent developments and that the site area is expanded to
include University land. However, it is important to recognise that land owned by the
University is entirely under the control of the University. Consequently, it cannot be
assumed that uses proposed by the University will be used to cross-subsidise nonuniversity uses i.e. office development etc. on council-owned parts of the site.

Appraisal of critical issues
1. Balance and mix of uses
In order for the scheme viability to improve, the balance of uses would need to be adjusted to
take on board the difficult economic circumstances. As it stands at the moment, the capital
value of the completed office space and managed workspace is £38.0M against base
construction costs of around £35.8M. Whereas the gross development value of the residential
element is £30.8M against base construction costs of £18.8M. If the proportion of housing to
be provided on site was increased, then there would undoubtedly be a better return on
investment. This may well be more achievable in the context of an expansion of the Core
Strategy allocated site to include University land to the north and east of the site, as proposed
in the adopted Planning Brief (September 2011).
Work on assessing the capacity of the site in conjunction with other land uses which was
conducted in support of the Planning Brief, would suggest that 300 housing units or more is
achievable. The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment update (March 2010) also
indicates that the site has the capacity to bring forward up to 400 residential units. At 300
residential units, the gross development value of the residential element is £46.2M against
base construction costs of £28.3M. Despite the better return on investment, this scenario still
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Preston Barracks, Lewes Rd

Policy DA3

produces a loss of £15.8M (-17.8%) in terms of the overall allocation. Consideration should
be given to the capacity of the site to accommodate both the required amount of office floor
space in the policy allocation and the desired amount of higher value uses to make the
scheme viable in current market conditions.
If the amount of office space was scaled back to just include 10,600 sq m (i.e. minus the
managed workspace) then the gross development value of the office element is £25.6M
against base construction costs of £21.2M, which represents a better return on investment.
However, it is important to bear in mind that in the context of an expanded site, there is the
capacity to bring forward other uses, which might further improve the financial viability of
future proposals concerning this site. The Planning Brief suggests that future redevelopment
options might include uses such as a business school, student accommodation, leisure and
retail, although any leisure or retail development should be ancillary in terms of the overall
land use mix and should be phased to assist the realisation of less profitable elements, in
particular the employment related uses. An expansion in the site area is more likely to bring
forward a significant amount of commercial office space which is close to the 10,600 sq m
target established by the indicative scheme.
2. Car parking
Comparatively speaking, the costs associated with car parking are not very significant as a
proportion of total build costs. This is illustrated by the fact that the provision of 384
undercroft parking spaces represents almost 7% of the total build costs. However, if the car
parking needed to be provided underground, these costs would escalate further. Conversely,
if any of the residential parking provision could be accommodated at surface level, the cost
would be somewhat reduced. However, given the level of deficit indicated by the viability
assessment, any adjustments to the parking standards are unlikely to result in a significant
improvement in the profit margin, even in the case of Preston Barracks where land values
remain nominal.
3. Affordable housing
The provision of 80 affordable units (40% affordable housing) represents £7.2M or 9.8% of the
total build costs. However, these costs are relatively small in comparison with the build costs
associated with delivering the office and managed workspace (£35.8M) in the indicative
scheme - which represents a high proportion (48.4%) of the total build costs. Consequently,
adjustments to the balance of uses on site, is likely to have much more of an impact than any
reduction in the number of affordable housing units within the overall scheme.
Considerations for LDF
policy authors
To adjust the balance and
mix of uses to maximise
scheme viability.
To increase the proportion
of residential units (in
recognition of its higher
land value) to assist the
delivery of the less
profitable elements of the
allocation, particularly the
employment related uses.

Viability impact

Policy impact

Since the Planning Brief
recommends an expansion of
the site area to incorporate
University land, there is more
capacity to deliver the target
level of employment floorspace
without compromising viability.
However, it cannot be
assumed that uses proposed
by the University will be used
to cross-subsidise nonuniversity uses i.e. office
development etc. on the

Consideration should be given
to amending the text of Policy
DA3 Part C of the withdrawn
Core Strategy. The recently
adopted Planning Brief will then
be consistent with the
objectives of Part C of DA3. It
is recommended that DA3
includes references to other
uses alluded to in the Brief
such as student
accommodation, retail and
leisure. The supporting text will
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Preston Barracks, Lewes Rd

Policy DA3

council-owned parts of the site.
The exact impact on viability
cannot be estimated without
further research but is likely to
be significant in a positive way.

To explore a reduction in
the level of affordable
housing by assessing the
impact on viability.

To explore the impact on
viability of applying a
lower parking standard for
commercial and
residential uses than that
indicated in SPGBH4.

Viability impact – high
The provision of 80 affordable
units (40% affordable housing)
represents £7.2M or 9.8% of
the total build costs. The city’s
housing pressures confirms
the need for the scheme to
incorporate housing which
addresses the acute shortage
of family accommodation and
affordable housing in the city.
Given the demographic profile
of the Lewes Rd area, it is not
considered appropriate to
compromise the delivery of
policy HO2 of the Local Plan
(40% affordable housing),
although there may be some
flexibility exercised in relation
to the tenure mix to reflect
recent changes in Social
Housing Grant. The impact on
viability of a reduced quota of
affordable housing is also less
significant than adjusting the
balance and mix of uses on
site.

also need to be updated in the
light of recent developments.
Ideally, changes to the policy
should be informed by the
results of a capacity study of
the site to ensure that the
expanded site can support the
level of development indicated
in Part C.
Policy impact – medium
The text of Policy DA3 Part C of
the withdrawn Core Strategy
would need to be amended to
make specific reference to the
affordable housing
requirements for the site.
Reducing the quota of
affordable housing provision
will undoubtedly improve
viability. However, by itself, this
will not be enough to make a
future scheme viable. What is
more, given the shortage of
affordable housing in the city, a
reduction in the proportion of
affordable housing may not
accord with the council’s
strategic objectives.

Viability impact – medium

Policy impact – high

Given the level of deficit
suggested by the viability
assessment, any adjustments
to the parking standards are
unlikely to result in a significant
improvement in the profit
margin, even in the case of
Preston Barracks where land
values remain nominal. For
example, in the event of the
most extreme scenario i.e. a
completely car-free
development, the overall

The text of Policy DA3 Part C of
the withdrawn Core Strategy
would need to be amended to
make specific reference to the
parking standards which would
be applied to both the
commercial and residential
elements of the allocation. The
parking standards would need
to be proportionate with other
comparable developments in
the city i.e. City Park, Trafalgar
House, Amex etc. and
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saving would be £4M out of a
total deficit of £21.75M. Not
nearly enough to ensure the
future viability of the current
allocation.

accompanied by a robust
justification.

Viability impact – medium

Policy impact – low

Conclusion
According to the assessment carried out by Cluttons, the Core Strategy site allocation for
Preston Barracks would present some challenges in bringing about a viable development
under current market conditions. However, the collaboration between the council (the site
owner) and the University of Brighton has resulted in a new planning brief for the area,
providing the basis for a more wide ranging redevelopment of this part of Lewes Road than
has been explored previously.
As can be seen from the appraisal of critical factors, scope exists to adjust the balance and
mix of uses to assist the delivery of less profitable elements (mainly the employment related
uses). To this end, it is recommended that the allocation under DA3 of the withdrawn Core
Strategy should reflect the aspirations and content of the planning brief and that the site area
is expanded to reflect that identified in the brief (i.e. to include the adjacent University sites).
Student accommodation, retail and leisure (as identified in the brief) are notably absent from
Part C of policy DA3 in the Core strategy and yet, with careful planning and phasing, some of
these higher value uses could assist the delivery of the less profitable office/ managed
workspace elements of the scheme.
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Site information
• DA4 includes Preston Road office area
(opposite Preston Park, London Road
Town centre, and area between London
Road and the railway, including the new
England Quarter
• This policy area is sub divided. The
viability testing is focussed on the policy’s
aspiration for new office development in
the NEQ and London Road area

Map/image

Details of allocation
Size: 8.9 Ha
Core Strategy Policy: DA4 (Part B)
Strategic Allocation: 20,000 sq m of office
floor space and 155 residential units post
2016 on two sites (unspecified in policy).

Site specific assumptions
• The viability assessment focussed on the
following two sites and scenarios:
-

10,000 sq m office space with 90
residential units on Longley Industrial
Estate, New England Street;

-

65 residential units and 7000 sq m
office on Richardson’s Scrapyard and
Brewers Paint Merchants (based on
the assumption that the 3000 sq m of
office will be delivered on Site J)

• The consented Site J scheme, which
proposes 3000 sq m of office floor space,
has been excluded from the appraisal
• Parking provision based on 1:340 sq m
ratio for offices and 1 per residential unit

Commentary on viability assessment
•

Given the use allocations set out in the Core Strategy, in the market conditions prevailing
at the time of the study, this site is unlikely to be considered viable by a commercial
developer even if the site is given a nominal value of £1. The viability assessment
suggests a minimal profit of just under £3M (4.3% of costs). It is unlikely that any land
owner with an interest in this site would sell the site for such a nominal sum and so the
profit suggested by the allocation will be even more reduced.

•

As with the other employment–led strategic allocations, the challenge in the current
economic climate is the amount of Grade A office space currently allocated under Policy
DA4 for the site in comparison with higher value uses such as residential.

•

The office space required under the policy allocation is unable to benefit from cross
subsidy from more profitable uses of the site. This, together with a lack of demand for
large office suites reflected in the lower rental values (see Appendix 2), is having a
negative impact on the overall financial viability of the scheme.
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•

The results of the assessment which confirm that the office element has a gross
development value of £40 million in comparison to the base construction cost of
approximately £34 million. Whereas the gross development value of the residential
element is £33M against base construction costs of £15M, representing a much better
return on investment.

•

Car parking has been estimated at around 4.2% of the total build costs on the assumption
that it will be provided in a multi-storey format. However, costs for parking could escalate
if the same level of parking needed to be provided underground.

Appraisal of critical issues
1. Commercial element
The office element has a gross development value of £40 million in comparison to the base
construction cost of approximately £34 million, which reflects the current difficult economic
circumstances. The technical viability assessment has been carried out on the assumption
that 3000 sq m of office floor space will be built out at the New England Quarter. Thus the
assessment has been undertaken assuming 17,000 sq m of office floor space, which
suggests a profit of only 4.25% of costs could be achieved. The amount of office floorspace
for the sites in policy DA4 could be adjusted in recognition that Vantage Point has the
potential to bring forward 5,000 sq m of office floorspace, although consideration needs to be
given to whether this will be additional or replacement floorspace depending on the condition
of the existing building. The delivery of 3000 sq m of office floorspace in Site J should be
taken into consideration in devising a total office floorspace target for the policy.
However, expansion of the strategic area may assist financial viability for individual sites
although assumptions should be avoided that rely on sites coming forward collaboratively and
simultaneously or be able to cross-subsidise each other, especially if they are in separate
ownership. Given the site constraints, there may even be development pressure for other
uses or pressure for higher amounts of enabling development to achieve a reasonable return
on investment.
Consideration needs to be given to the capacity of each of the sites to individually deliver a
proportion of the office floor space allocated in the policy. While an additional site may
alleviate pressure on individual sites to deliver a large amount of office floor space, the current
low returns on office development along with limited capacity of each of the sites to deliver
both the anticipated office floor space and any enabling development, is likely to see
development come forward in the latter part of the plan period.
2. Residential
The SHLAA assumes155 residential units to be delivered post 2016. For the purposes of the
technical assessment, the allocation of 155 units was spread over both Longley Industrial
Estate and Richardson’s Scrapyard/Brewers Paint Merchants. If the proportion of housing to
be provided on site was increased, then there would undoubtedly be a better return on
investment. Initial indications suggest that an increase in the number of residential units by
20% (totalling 186), reducing the ratios of car parking and providing 17,000 sq m of office floor
space, will improve the viability of the allocation across the sites resulting in a profit of
approximately 17%. This is at the borderline of viability, but potentially achievable in the
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context of an expansion in the existing allocated site to include Vantage Point. .
3. Car Parking
Given the city centre location, it is anticipated that forthcoming proposals will seek to
maximise development on the site. Any requirement for parking provision would invariably be
accommodated underground, significantly increasing build costs. The technical viability
assessment assumes a cost of £13,000 per parking space in a multi-storey format.
Since the site is centrally located and serviced by good public transport links (5 minutes walk
from Brighton Station), there is significant scope to reduce the on-site parking provision for
both the commercial and residential elements of the allocation. If a car parking ratio of 1:500
sq m was applied to the office element of the scheme, this would result in an overall parking
provision of 34 spaces with a total cost of £442,000. Similarly, if the parking ratio for the
residential element was reduced to 0.5 per residential unit, this would generate approximately
93 spaces at a cost of £1,209,000. The total cost of parking would be scaled back from
£2,665,000 to £1,651,000 which represents a reduction from 4% to 3% of total build costs.
Whilst this represents a nominal saving in terms of build costs, where space is at a premium, it
also represents an opportunity to maximise space for higher value uses. It should be
remembered that in the technical appraisals, car parking does not generate any revenue. Any
scaling back of the commercial parking provision would need to be assessed in terms of its
impact on the capacity of public car parks in the vicinity of NEQ, such as the London Road
and Trafalgar Street car parks.
If it was felt that the NEQ required only a minimum level of car parking to ensure its longer
term viability, the car parking ratio could be reduced for non-residential uses or removed
altogether. Depending on market conditions during the sales period, an increase in private
market housing may also make the provision of undercroft or underground parking cost
neutral. This is because the cost of providing parking is reflected in the price of the residential
unit and is therefore passed fully on to the house purchaser.
4. Balance of uses
In order for the scheme viability to improve, the balance of uses will need to be adjusted to
take on board the difficult economic circumstances. If the following adjustments were made:
•
•

residential units increased by 20% to 186 units
parking ratio applied of 1:500 sq m for commercial and 1:0.5 for each residential unit.

The total profit on cost suggested by this scenario would be approximately 17%, albeit
assuming a nominal land value. However, it should be noted that the above example, is
illustrative only and does not necessarily represent the best solution in terms of impact on
policy and viability.

Considerations for LDF
policy authors
To increase the proportion
of residential units (in
recognition of its higher
land value) to assist the
delivery of the less
profitable elements of the

Viability Impacts

Policy Impacts

The recent suggestion to
expand the area covered by
the allocation, means that
there is capacity to deliver
more housing without
significantly increasing density.

The text of Policy DA4 Part B of
the withdrawn Core Strategy
would need to be amended to
make reference to the inclusion
of the Vantage Point site within
the allocation. The supporting
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employment related uses.

To explore the impact on
viability of applying a
lower parking standard for
commercial and
residential uses than that
indicated in SPGBH4.

Policy DA4

This is because there will be
an increase in the space
available to deliver higher
value land uses such as
housing, which can be used to
cross-subsidise the less
profitable office elements.
The exact impact on viability
cannot be estimated without
further research but is likely to
be significant in a positive way
and would allow for greater
amounts of enabling
development.

text will also need to be
updated in the light of recent
developments. Ideally,
changes to the policy should be
informed by the results of a
capacity study of the site to
ensure it can support the level
of development indicated in
Part B.

Viability impact – high

Policy impact - medium

Given the limited profit
indicated by the current
allocation, any adjustments to
the parking standards are
unlikely to result in a significant
improvement in the profit
margin (see Car Parking
above). Even with lower
parking standards applied in
relation to the residential and
commercial elements, the
scheme only suggests a profit
of up to 6% on costs could be
achieved, which is insufficient
to ensure the future viability of
the current allocation.

The text of Policy DA4 Part B of
the withdrawn Core Strategy
would need to be amended to
make specific reference to
sustainable travel objectives for
both the commercial and
residential elements of the
allocation. If car free housing
or very low parking ratios are
anticipated, wording of policy
should be strengthened by
referring to transport objectives
within CP8 which relate to
reducing car use.
Consideration needs to given to
the impact of possible
displaced parking in the local
area. Parking standards would
need to be proportionate with
other comparable
developments in the city i.e.
City Park, Trafalgar House,
Amex etc. and accompanied by
a robust justification.

Viability impact - low

Policy impact – low
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Given the forecasted difficulties and slow recovery of the commercial development sector, it is
recommended that a new wider sub area of DA4 is identified and specified for the central
London Road/NEQ area (similar to the approach currently taken for the 125-163 Preston
Road area) with greater flexibility in terms of the office floorplates and number of sites (i.e.
remove the current expectation of delivering the 20,000 sq m additional office floorspace on
two sites only). It is recommended that policy authors explore the amount of residential
development required to enable the delivery of employment related targets, in addition to
considering the possibility of unimplemented planning consents for employment related uses
as counting towards the policy’s employment floorspace target. This, together with applying a
lower parking standard for commercial and residential uses than that indicated in SPGBH4, is
more likely to produce a viable allocation.
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Site information
• The site comprises Anston House, the
open land immediately to its north and
Telecom House.
• Important brownfield site accessibly
located on the western side of Preston
Road, one of the main arterial routes into
the city close to the A23 and A27
intersection.
• To the east of the site is Preston Park,
while to the south and west are houses
and gardens belonging to Dyke Road
Drive.
• Anston House is a 9 storey semi-derelict
building which was built in 1966. Since
the office was vacated by Southern Water
in 1987, the building has fallen into a state
of disrepair and is now in need of
demolition.
• Telecom House was built in the 1980’s
and is owned by BT Property – just under
half of the building is leased to American
Express. The rest of the office suites are
being actively marketed.

Map/image

Size: 1.1 Ha
Core Strategy allocation: DA4 (Part C)
• Mixed-use development
• 10,000 sq m of Grade A office space
• 210 residential units (40% affordable)

Site specific assumptions
• Parking provision based on 1:101 sq m
ratio for offices and 1 per residential unit.
• Surface car parking assumed in support
of the office element and multi-storey car
parking for the residential development.

Commentary on viability assessment
•

Given the use allocations set out in the Core Strategy, in the market conditions
prevailing at the time of the study, this site is unlikely to be considered viable by a
commercial developer even if the site is given a nominal value of £1. In reality, any land
owner with an interest in this site is unlikely to sell their site for a nominal sum and so the
suggested profit would be reduced.

•

Since most developers would seek a profit of around 20-25% in current market
conditions. A profit of £6.7M (11% on costs) is unlikely to make the allocation viable.

•

Since the banking crisis, office development has become less attractive as tenant
demand has weakened, anticipated void periods have lengthened, incentives to tenants
(such as rent free periods) have had to be increased and development finance has
become more expensive.

•

It is therefore not surprising that in the current market, the gross development value of
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the completed office space is £23.6M against base construction costs of around £20M,
whereas the gross development value of the residential element is £41.9M against base
construction costs of £19.9M.
•

The amount of Grade A office space currently allocated under Policy DA4 for the site
(10,000 sq m) impacts upon profit levels when balanced against the amount of higher
value uses such as residential, retail etc. The office space required under the policy is
unable to benefit from cross subsidy from more profitable uses of the site. This, together
with a lack of demand for large office suites epitomised in the lower rental values, is
having a negative impact on the overall financial viability of the scheme.

•

In recognition of the local market conditions, developers have been eager to secure prelet agreements with prospective tenants of the office space before fixing the amount of
office floorspace within the overall development.

Appraisal of critical issues
1. Adjusting the balance and mix of uses
As evidenced by the results of the assessment, it is unlikely to be viable to develop this site,
despite the inclusion of enabling development in the form of residential accommodation. In
order to facilitate the delivery of 10,000 sq m of office space, there would have to be a
proportionate increase in residential units to over 300 units. This would take the form of flats
located over office development, which would also require on-site car parking. The net result
would be an increase in the height and density of the proposed development,.which may not
conform with the council’s strategic objectives.
There are consequently choices to be made, either:
•

Protect the amount of office space required to come forward on this site (i.e. 10,000 sq m)
which will mean reducing the proportion of affordable housing to lower than 30% or
significantly increasing the number of housing units, in order to achieve a viable
development; or

•

Reduce the amount of office space to say, 6,000 sq m and increase the number of
housing units, in order to achieve a viable development. For example, 6,000 sq m of
office space and 300 housing units (40% affordable), would suggest a profit of 19.6% on
costs could be achieved which would undoubtedly place the scheme at the borderline of
viability (albeit assuming a nominal land value).

2. Affordable housing
The assessment has assumed the provision of 40% affordable housing in accordance with
policy HO2 of the Local Plan. Whilst an analysis of recent housing statistics has revealed that
the city council has been reasonably successful in achieving the 40% target on sites of ten
units or more, the outlook for the future is uncertain. The reduction in the availability of Social
Housing Grant and the prevailing economic recession in the national housing market are
already influencing the tenure mix in favour of shared ownership rather than social rented.
Reducing the quota of affordable housing provision would undoubtedly improve the viability of
Site 1. Adjusting the provision of affordable housing to 30%, for example, would suggest a
profit of 14.4% on costs could be achieved, which is still some way short of the 20% needed
to make a scheme viable. However, given the shortage of affordable housing in the city, this
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may not accord with the council’s strategic objectives.
3. Car parking
The provision of multi-storey parking represents more than 5% of the total build costs in
respect of Site 1. However, if the car parking needed to be provided underground, these
costs would escalate further. Conversely, if any of the residential parking provision could be
accommodated at surface level, the cost would be somewhat reduced. However, it is doubtful
as to whether this would result in a significant improvement in the profit margins, even in the
most optimistic scenario i.e. land values remaining nominal.

Considerations for LDF
policy authors
To adjust the balance of
uses to maximise scheme
viability.
To increase the number of
residential units (in
recognition of its higher
land value) in order to
maximise the provision of
office floorspace.

To explore a reduction in
the level of affordable
housing by assessing the
impact on viability.

Viability impact

Policy impact

As can be seen from the
assessment, there are choices
to be made. Sticking to the
minimum target of office
floorspace (i.e. 10,000 sq m)
has implications for the density
and type of development.
Whereas, reducing the minimum
target of office floorspace by two
fifths while increasing the
number of residential units by
two fifths, would suggest a profit
of 19.6% on costs could be
achieved, which would
undoubtedly place the scheme
at the borderline of viability
(albeit assuming a nominal land
value).

The text of Policy DA4 Part C
of the withdrawn Core
Strategy would need to be
amended to reflect the results
of the assessment.
Consideration should be given
to reducing the minimum
target for office floorspace
while increasing the
proportion of residential units
(in recognition of its higher
land value) to assist the
delivery of the less profitable
elements of the allocation.

Viability impact – high

Policy impact – medium

The provision of 84 affordable
units (40% affordable housing)
represents £7.7M or 14.4% of
the total build costs. The city’s
housing pressures confirms the
need for the scheme to
incorporate housing which
addresses the acute shortage of
family accommodation and
affordable housing in the city. It
is not considered appropriate to
compromise the delivery of
policy HO2 of the Local Plan
(40% affordable housing). The
impact on viability of a reduced
quota of affordable housing is
also less pronounced than
adjusting the balance and mix of

The text of Policy DA4 Part C
of the withdrawn Core
Strategy would need to be
amended to make specific
reference to the affordable
housing requirements for the
site. Reducing the quota of
affordable housing provision
will undoubtedly improve the
viability but by itself, will not
be enough to make a future
scheme viable. What is more,
given the shortage of
affordable housing in the city,
a reduction in the proportion
of affordable housing may not
accord with the council’s
strategic objectives.
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uses on site. Adjusting the
provision of affordable housing
to 30%, for example, would
suggest a profit of 14.4% on
costs, which is still some way
short of the 20% needed to
make a scheme viable.

To explore the impact on
viability of applying a
lower parking standard for
commercial and
residential uses than that
indicated in SPGBH4.

Viability impact – medium

Policy impact - medium

Given the level of profit
suggested by the viability
assessment, any adjustments to
the parking standards are
unlikely to result in a significant
improvement in the profit
margin. For example, in the
event of the most extreme
scenario i.e. a completely carfree development, the overall
saving would be £3M taking the
total profit to £9.7M. This would
suggests a profit of 17.5% on
costs, which is not enough to
ensure the future viability of the
current allocation. In reality, it is
highly unlikely that any
developer would pursue a carfree development of this site,
given that it is not located in the
city centre.

The text of Policy DA4 Part C
of the withdrawn Core
Strategy would need to be
amended to make specific
reference to the parking
standards which would be
applied to both the
commercial and residential
elements of the allocation.
The parking standards would
need to be proportionate with
other comparable
developments in the city i.e.
City Park, Trafalgar House,
Amex etc. and accompanied
by a robust justification.

Viability impact – medium

Policy impact – low

Conclusion
A review of the balance of uses proposed under Core Strategy policy DA4 is recommended.
Although the assessment suggests that the proposed mix of uses and amount of development
is unviable, it is relatively encouraging in suggesting that a reduced level of office floorspace
and increased volume of housing could secure a viable development.
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Site information
• The site comprises four sub-areas of
office development, mostly hosting
financial services: 149 Preston Road
(Royal Bank of Scotland), 153 Preston
Road (National Westminster Bank Plc),
157-159 Preston Road (Aviva), 161-163
Preston Road (Riverstone Management
Ltd).
• Important brownfield site accessibly
located on the western side of Preston
Road, one of the main arterial routes into
the city close to the A23 and A27
intersection.
• To the east of the site is Preston Park,
while to the south are houses and
gardens belonging to Dyke Road Drive.
• To the north of the site is a Travel Lodge,
while to the west are some cottages
situated in Dyke Road Drive.

Map/image

Size: 1.1 Ha
Core Strategy allocation: DA4 (Part C)
• Mixed-use development
• 8,000 sq m of Grade A office space
• 190 residential units (40% affordable)

Site specific assumptions
• Site 2 has been appraised on the basis of
a three phase development, which
accords with the associated SHLAA
category deliverability requirements and
timescales.
• Parking provision based on 1:101 sq m
ratio for offices and 1 per residential unit.
• Surface car parking assumed in support
of the office element and multi-storey car
parking for the residential development.

Commentary on viability assessment
•

The outcome of the viability assessment shows that the existing allocation, under current
market conditions, delivers a profit of 19% of costs assuming a nominal site value of £1.
This level of profit, whilst lower than the usual return on investment of 20-25% required by
developers, may be considered by some to be at the borderline of viability. In reality, no
land owner with an interest in this site will sell their site for a nominal sum and so the profit
suggested from the allocation will be reduced.

•

Since the banking crisis, office development has become less attractive as tenant demand
has weakened, anticipated void periods have lengthened, incentives to tenants (such as
rent free periods) have had to be increased and development finance has become more
expensive.

•

It is therefore not surprising that in the current market, the gross development value of the
completed office space is £19.9M against base construction costs of around £16M.
Whereas the gross development value of the residential element is almost £38M against
base construction costs of just over £18M.
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Although Site 2 is more profitable than Site 1, it could still benefit from a higher proportion
of residential units than is currently indicated within the DA4 policy to cross subsidise the
delivery of the 8,000 sq m of office space. This, together with a lack of demand for large
office suites epitomised in the lower rental values, is having a negative impact on the
overall financial viability of the scheme.

Appraisal of critical issues
In the case of Site 2, the proposed allocation is at the borderline of viability and thus there is
more scope to achieve a viable scheme with only slight adjustment to those variables which
are impacting on viability.
1. Car parking
Whilst Preston Road is a secondary office location which cannot compete with the desirability
of the city centre for prime office development, it is located on one of the main arterial routes
into the city close to the A23 and A27 intersection and is served by a frequent and reliable bus
service (5, 5A). Consequently, there may be scope for lowering the parking standards for
both the residential and commercial elements of the scheme which would undoubtedly reduce
costs. For example, the application of a ratio of 0.7 parking spaces per residential unit and
1:200 sq m parking ratio for the commercial element would reduce the build costs by
approximately £810,000. This measure alone would generate a profit of 21.8% on costs and
would make the scheme viable, assuming a nominal site value.
2. Adjusting the balance and mix of uses
The site is equivalent in size to Site 1 (Anston House and Telecom House) and yet has a
reduced target of 8,000 sq m of office space. There is consequently some capacity to
increase the number of residential units on site without significantly increasing height or
density. By increasing the number of residential units from 190 to 210 units, the profit
generated is increased to £10.5M which represents 20.4% on costs and would certainly place
the scheme at the borderline of viability (albeit assuming a nominal site value).
Considerations for LDF
policy authors
To adjust the balance and
mix of uses to maximise
scheme viability.
To increase the number of
residential units (in
recognition of its higher
land value) in order to
maximise the provision of
office floorspace.

Viability impact

Policy impact

As can be seen from the
assessment, this proposal is at
the borderline of viability and
thus there is scope to achieve
a viable scheme without too
much adjustment to the
variables. The scenarios
above demonstrate that the
existing target for office
floorspace can be retained, if
the number of housing units is
slightly increased to 210 and
the parking standards are
lowered to reflect the site’s
accessible location. This
would suggest a profit on cost
of 23.6% , which would make
the allocation viable (albeit

The text of Policy DA4 Part C of
the withdrawn Core Strategy
would need to be amended to
reflect the results of the
assessment. Consideration
should be given to increasing
the minimum target for housing
units in relation to this part of
the DA4 area. Ideally, changes
to the policy should be informed
by the results of a capacity
study of the site to ensure that
it can support the level of
development indicated in Part
C.
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assuming a nominal land
value).

To explore the impact on
viability of applying a
lower parking standard for
commercial and
residential uses than that
indicated in SPGBH4.

Viability impact – low

Policy impact – low

Given the level of profit
generated by the viability
assessment, only slight
adjustment to the parking
standards is likely to be
sufficient to secure the future
viability of the current
allocation. For example, the
application of a ratio of 0.7
parking spaces per residential
unit and 1:200 sq m parking
ratio for the commercial
element would suggest a profit
of 21.8% of costs. This would
make the scheme viable (albeit
assuming a nominal site
value).

The text of Policy DA4 Part C of
the withdrawn Core Strategy
will need to be amended to
make specific reference to the
parking standards which would
be applied to both the
commercial and residential
elements of the allocation. The
parking standards would need
to be proportionate with other
comparable developments in
the city i.e. City Park, Trafalgar
House, Amex etc. and
accompanied by a robust
justification.

Viability impact – medium

Policy impact – low

Conclusion
The Cluttons assessment is relatively encouraging in respect of this particular allocation,
suggesting that a minor downward adjustment in the parking standards and a small increase
of 10% in the number of residential units could provide a viable scheme – with a generated
profit of £12M ( 23.6% of costs).
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Edward Street Quarter

Policy DA5

Site information
• Complex mixed use site with significant
changes in level. Land is in several
ownerships and includes the former
Amex House building
• Urban landscape lacks cohesion,
contains a Grade II listed farmhouse and
is edged by a Conservation Area
• Sustainable location near city centre,
along principal bus and cycle routes only
a short distance from Brighton station
• New Amex office due for completion
2012
• Existing 10 storey Amex House to be
demolished post 2016
• Original route of Mighell Street through to
Edward Street to be restored
• In 2009 permission refused for student
housing scheme on the garage site (ref:
BH2009/03077)

Map/image

Details of allocation
Size: 1.8Ha
Core Strategy Policy: DA5
Strategic Allocation:
• Additional 30,000 sq m office floor space
• 65 residential units

Site specific assumptions:
• Excludes new Amex headquarters as it has
commenced construction
• Parking provision based on 1:340 sq m
ratio for offices and 1 per residential unit
• All parking to be provided underground

Commentary on viability assessment
•

Given the use allocations set out in the Core Strategy, in the market conditions prevailing
at the time of the study, this site is unlikely to be considered viable by a commercial
developer even if the site is given a nominal value of £1. The outcome of the viability
assessment shows a loss of more than £8M which represents a loss on development
costs of -10%. In reality, any land owner with an interest in this site is unlikely to sell their
site for a nominal sum and so the profit suggested from the allocation would be reduced
even further.

•

The amount of Grade A office space currently allocated under Policy DA5 for the site
(30,000 sq m) represents a lower value use in comparison with higher value uses such as
residential which has an adverse impact on viability in the current market. The residential
allocation for this area is comparatively small, just 65 housing units, which generates a
gross development value of over £13M with a base construction cost of almost £6M. If
the number of residential units was increased and the amount of office floorspace
decreased, then the overall viability of the scheme would improve.

•

The balance of uses, together with a lack of demand for large office suites epitomised in
the lower rental values, is having a negative impact on the overall financial viability of the
scheme.
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Edward Street Quarter

Policy DA5

•

The cost of providing underground parking would constitute 4% of the total build costs.
Whilst individual elements of the allocated scheme are viable, the cost associated with
financing underground parking, would drive costs up and profitability down.

•

A phased masterplan responding to the more flexible land uses across a wider area may
provide more viable development opportunities.

Appraisal of critical issues
1. Commercial element
A singular adjustment to the commercial allocation of 30,000 sq m of office floor space to half
(15,000 sq m) and two thirds (20,000 sq m) resulted in a greater level of loss in both scenarios
for the overall scheme than the -8.96% arrived at in the original assessment. The allocated
amount of office floor space is more likely to be profitable if the site is able to accommodate
an increase in residential units. However, if the 30,000 sq m of office floor space in the
strategic allocation remains the same, this raises issues over capacity and whether a higher
amount of residential use is acceptable alongside 30,000 sq m of office floor space. Under
these circumstances, a masterplan approach that will test the capacity of the site, draw in
various land interests and ensure the delivery of public realm improvements is advocated.
2. Residential provision
An allocation of 65 residential units remains in both the withdrawn Core Strategy draft policies
and the adopted Edward Street SPD (SPD04). The site is already bounded by a row of
terrace houses to the east on White Street, thereby establishing a precedent for residential in
the locality.
If the residential provision was increased to 150 units - in tandem with reducing the car
parking ratios for both the residential and commercial elements - the scheme would become
more profitable, although it would still not be considered commercially viable under current
market conditions.
3. Car Parking
The car parking standards which have been applied are based on the ratio of car parking to
office floor space in the new Amex office headquarters (currently under construction within the
Edward Street Quarter). Given the relative centrality of the Edward Street Quarter,
consideration should be given to the possible inclusion of car free housing, with only a
minimal provision of operational parking associated with the office element of the scheme.
Alternatively, lowering the ratio of parking for both uses would significantly reduce build costs.
The figures suggest that the overall viability is improved by increasing the number of
residential units while, at the same time, reducing the parking provision for both the residential
and office elements. However, even with an adjustment to the mix to include an increase in
residential units from 65 to 150 and a reduction in parking ratios for both the commercial and
residential elements the scheme remains unviable. At £20,000 a space, the car parking alone
equates to 3% of the build costs. The level of profitability is likely to improve further if the
proportion of residential is increased to 200 or more units.
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Edward Street Quarter
Considerations for LDF
policy authors
To consider opportunities
for higher density
development by
increasing the number of
residential units.

Policy DA5

Viability Impact

Policy Impact

As can be seen from the
assessment, there are choices
to be made. The minimum
target of office floorspace (i.e.
30,000 sq m) could be
delivered providing it was able
to be cross-subsidised by an
increase in the more profitable
uses i.e. residential. However,
this may have serious
implications for the density and
type of development and could
lead to an overdevelopment of
the site. Alternatively, some
adjustment may need to be
made to the balance of uses
by reducing the minimum
target of office floorspace while
at the same time increasing
the number of residential units.

The text of Policy DA5 Part C
(2) of the withdrawn Core
Strategy will need to be
amended to reflect the results
of the assessment. Changes to
the policy should be
accompanied by an
assessment of the capacity of
the site to accommodate higher
quantities of residential
development alongside the
strategic allocation for office
floorspace. Building heights
would need to be considered in
the context of the new Amex
House and relevant policies.
Capacity, height and design
issues in relation to this site will
also need to be addressed in
the council’s forthcoming Urban
Design Framework.

Viability impact - high
Policy impact – medium
To reduce the level of
parking provision.

Given the level of loss
suggested by the viability
assessment, any adjustments
to the parking standards are
unlikely to result in a significant
improvement in the profit
margin (see Table 1). Even
with an increase in the number
of residential units and the
application of reduced parking
standards, the scheme would
generate a profit of 2.1% on
costs - not enough to ensure
the future viability of the
current allocation.

A key criterion in policy DA5
part (c) requires proposals to
promote public and sustainable
transport. Given the relative
centrality of the Edward Street
Quarter, a reduction in car
parking standards or even the
introduction of car free housing
may be considered. However,
the parking standards would
need to be proportionate with
other comparable mixed use
developments in the city and
accompanied by a robust
justification.

Viability impact - low

Policy impact - low

Conclusion
Given the current state of the market and the large quantity of office floorspace allocated for
this site.,the Core Strategy’s allocation for the Edward Street Quarter, is unlikely to be viable.
Scope exists to adjust the balance of uses to assist the delivery of less profitable elements,
such as the office floorspace. To this end, it is recommended that the proportion of residential
development is increased to a level that will enable the delivery of a realisable level of
employment related uses. This, together with applying a lower parking standard for
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commercial and residential uses than that indicated in SPGBH4, is more likely to produce a
commercially viable scheme. Policy authors may also consider introducing greater flexibility
in the policy wording - for example, the supporting text could include the following concession
“any significant departure from the quantities of floor space required in the policy would need
to be justified through a viability assessment”.
The site has the potential to act as a strategic development hub, taking into account the new
Amex redevelopment, development potential of the old Amex HQ and other nearby buildings,
its proximity to the city centre and its links on an important east-west transport corridor to
other strategic sites including the hospital and the marina. It is recommended that a
masterplan be prepared in partnership with key landowners to help facilitate a shared vision
and realise its development capacity and potential. A masterplan could also help to provide
greater clarity regarding specific objectives e.g. townscape and sustainability requirements,
which in turn should assist developers with costing proposals.
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Appendices
Appendix 1
House Price Index report Brighton and Hove Council vs East Sussex Council
(January 2006 - January 2012)
Brighton and Hove Council
Month

East Sussex Council

Average
Price (£)

Index

Average
Price (£)

Index

January 2006

354.1

187,794

283.1

174,154

February 2006

354.3

187,915

283.8

174,540

March 2006

357.1

189,378

283.5

174,399

April 2006

360.3

191,051

283.1

174,145

May 2006

362.1

192,036

283.2

174,204

June 2006

365.3

193,744

286.2

176,028

July 2006

370.5

196,504

288.3

177,321

August 2006

374.3

198,486

290.3

178,570

September 2006

380.5

201,798

293.1

180,270

October 2006

385.1

204,221

293.7

180,658

November 2006

388.4

205,961

295.6

181,852

December 2006

393.1

208,460

297.8

183,185

January 2007

397.4

210,736

299.6

184,299

February 2007

402.4

213,382

302.8

186,278

March 2007

407.4

216,069

304.3

187,183

April 2007

412.2

218,600

307

188,834

May 2007

415.9

220,560

310

190,684

June 2007

420.8

223,137

312.1

191,961
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Brighton and Hove Council
Month

East Sussex Council

Average
Price (£)

Index

Average
Price (£)

Index

July 2007

424.6

225,164

315.9

194,324

August 2007

430.6

228,371

319

196,192

September 2007

433.7

230,009

321.1

197,531

October 2007

436.3

231,385

323.1

198,758

November 2007

438.8

232,689

325.3

200,084

December 2007

435.5

230,966

326.6

200,920

January 2008

436.5

231,463

328.2

201,850

February 2008

436.4

231,449

329.4

202,625

435

230,701

329

202,384

April 2008

435.8

231,102

326.1

200,608

May 2008

430.1

228,083

323.1

198,734

June 2008

425.2

225,472

318.9

196,152

July 2008

422.2

223,919

316.7

194,825

August 2008

412.8

218,893

314.5

193,424

408

216,381

307.1

188,924

October 2008

397.2

210,634

302.6

186,121

November 2008

382.1

202,643

293.2

180,376

December 2008

374.1

198,411

285.8

175,791

January 2009

365.6

193,859

282.6

173,803

February 2009

359.9

190,841

278

170,987

March 2009

357.3

189,494

275.1

169,238

March 2008

September 2008
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Brighton and Hove Council
Month

East Sussex Council

Average
Price (£)

Index

Average
Price (£)

Index

April 2009

354.5

187,996

270.9

166,603

May 2009

352.9

187,173

266.2

163,759

June 2009

353.3

187,376

265.2

163,147

360

190,939

267.1

164,298

August 2009

364.7

193,396

269.6

165,807

September 2009

369.7

196,064

272.7

167,748

October 2009

380.6

201,860

275.8

169,625

November 2009

389.5

206,545

277.7

170,789

December 2009

397.3

210,699

281.7

173,285

January 2010

404.6

214,551

284.9

175,263

February 2010

407.6

216,145

287.6

176,921

March 2010

405.3

214,940

289.7

178,188

April 2010

409.5

217,148

289.8

178,236

May 2010

413.1

219,072

291.3

179,202

June 2010

412.6

218,828

292

179,638

July 2010

418.7

222,067

293.9

180,782

August 2010

418.3

221,825

294.8

181,312

September 2010

416.3

220,797

293.4

180,493

October 2010

417.4

221,337

294.4

181,095

November 2010

416.7

221,003

295.1

181,522

December 2010

415.1

220,117

295.1

181,524

July 2009
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Brighton and Hove Council
Month

East Sussex Council

Average
Price (£)

Index

Average
Price (£)

Index

January 2011

415.1

220,136

293.3

180,380

February 2011

411.6

218,259

291.8

179,513

March 2011

405.3

214,919

288.8

177,640

April 2011

406.9

215,798

289

177,747

May 2011

405.8

215,222

290

178,408

June 2011

405.5

215,052

289

177,765

July 2011

410.3

217,586

289.1

177,833

August 2011

412.7

218,846

287.7

176,963

September 2011

412.6

218,788

287.3

176,690

October 2011

414.7

219,940

286.7

176,342

November 2011

414

219,572

285.7

175,741

December 2011

410.6

217,749

286.2

176,033

January 2012

410.8

217,861

286.8

176,387
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Appendix 3

Edward Street Quarter
Scenario - Increase in residential units from 65 to 150. Reduction in car parking ratios for residential
and office uses.
REVENUE
Let Offices
Inv. Value -A

Sell private residential
Sell shared ownership
Affordable rented Npv

280,000 sq ft at £20 psf/pa
Net annual income
Capitalised at 7.5% Yield
Less purchasers costs at 5.8%
90 units @ £252,820 each
27 units @ £160,462
33 units @ £143,767

5,616,000
5,616,000
74,880,000
4,104,953

REVENUE
COSTS
Site Value
Site Stamp Duty
Site Legal Fees
Site Agency Fees

1
0
0
0

at 4.00%
at 0.75%
at 1.00%
Site Costs

Planning Fees
Construct Offices
Construct Private Residential
Construct Shared Ownership & Affordable Rented
Construct Underground Car Parking spaces
Level 4 Code for Sustainable Homes
Contingency
Professional Fees

Letting Agents Fee
Letting Legal Fees
Invest. Sale Agents Fee
Invest. Sale Legal Fees
Direct Sale Agents Fee
Direct Sale Legal Fees

Interest
6.00% pa
Site Costs
Initial Payments
Building Costs
Investment Sales
Direct Sales
PROFIT
PROFIT/SALE
IRR

322,920 sq ft @ £186 per sq ft
60,435 sq ft @ £126 per sq ft
40,320 sq ft @ £118 per sq ft
135 at £20,000 each
150 units at £5,500 each
at 10%
at 11%

at 10%
at 5%
at 1%
at 0.50%
at 1.75%
at 0.75%

70,775,047
22,795,000
4,332,480
4,744,312
102,646,839

1

70,000
Initial Payments
60,063,120
7,614,810
4,757,760
2,700,000
825,000
7,488,069
8,236,876
Build Costs

91,685,635

561,600
280,800
707,750
353,875
420,868
180,372
Disposal Fees

2,505,265

(See CASHFLOW)

70,000

6,294,708

on debt charged quarterly and compounded quarterly

£2,091,230.00 COSTS
PROFIT/COSTS
N/A

Adjustments
Increase in residential units from 65 to 150
Reduction in car parking ratio for office from 1:340 per sqm to 1:500
Reduction in car parking ratio for residential use from 1:1 to 0.5:1

£100,555,609.00
2.10%

Edward Street Quarter
Scenario - Increase in residential units from 65 to 150. Reduction in office floorspace to 20,000 sq m.
Reduction in car parking ratios for residential and office uses.
REVENUE
Let Offices
Inv. Value -A

Sell private residential
Sell shared ownership
Affordable rented Npv

187,224 sq ft at £20 psf/pa
Net annual income
Capitalised at 7.5% Yield
Less purchasers costs at 5.8%
90 units @ £252,820 each
27 units @ £160,462
33 units @ £143,767

3,744,480
3,744,480
49,801,584
2,888,491

REVENUE
COSTS
Site Value
Site Stamp Duty
Site Legal Fees
Site Agency Fees

1
0
0
0

at 4.00%
at 0.75%
at 1.00%
Site Costs

Planning Fees
Construct Offices
Construct Private Residential
Construct Shared Ownership & Affordable Rented
Construct Underground Car Parking spaces
Level 4 Code for Sustainable Homes
Contingency
Professional Fees

Letting Agents Fee
Letting Legal Fees
Invest. Sale Agents Fee
Invest. Sale Legal Fees
Direct Sale Agents Fee
Direct Sale Legal Fees

Interest
6.00% pa
Site Costs
Initial Payments
Building Costs
Investment Sales
Direct Sales
PROFIT
PROFIT/SALE
IRR

46,913,093
22,795,000
4,332,480
4,744,312
78,784,885

215,200 sq ft @ £186 per sq ft
60,435 sq ft @ £126 per sq ft
40,320 sq ft @ £118 per sq ft
135 at £20,000 each
150 units at £5,500 each
at 10%
at 11%

at 10%
at 5%
at 1%
at 0.50%
at 1.75%
at 0.75%

1

70,000
Initial Payments
40,027,200
7,614,810
4,757,760
2,700,000
825,000
7,488,069
8,236,876
Build Costs

71,649,715

561,600
280,800
707,750
353,875
420,868
180,372
Disposal Fees

2,505,265

(See CASHFLOW)

70,000

6,294,708

on debt charged quarterly and compounded quarterly

-£1,734,804.00 COSTS
PROFIT/COSTS
N/A

Adjustments
Increase in residential units from 65 to 150
Reduction in car parking ratio for office from 1:340 per sqm to 1:500
Reduction in car parking ratio for residential use from 1:1 to 0.5:1

£80,519,689.00
-2.20%

Brighton Marina Inner Harbour
Scenario - Increase in residential units to 1200 and a reduction in the ratio of car parking for retail
and residential
REVENUE
Let Healthy Living Centre
Let Community Centre
Inv. Value -A

Let Retail
Inv.Value -B

Let ASDA
Inv. Value -C

4,680 sq ft at 12.50 psf/pa
4,680 sg ft at 15.00 psf/pa
Net annual income
Capitalised at 8.0% Yield
Less purchasers costs at 5.8%
53,821 sq ft at 14.00 psf/pa
Net annual income
Capitalised at 7.25% Yield
Less purchasers costs at 5.8%
96,878 sq ft at 18.00 psf/pa
Net annual income
Capitalised at 6.5% Yield
Less purchasers costs at 5.8%

58,500
70,200
128,700
1,608,750
88,192
753,494
753,494
10,393,021
569,750
1,743,804
1,743,804
26,827,753
1,470,709
170,820,000
32,375,580
34,479,497

Sell private residential
Sell shared ownership
Affordable rented Npv
REVENUE
COSTS
Site Value
Site Stamp Duty
Site Legal Fees
Site Agency Fees

Planning Fees

237,675,077
£274,375,951.00

500,000
5,382 sq ft @ £186 per sq ft
5,382 sq ft @ £186 per sq ft
5,000 sq ft @ £138 per sq ft
483,840 sq ft @ £126 per sq ft
322,560 sqft at £118 per sq ft
885 spaces @ 13,000 per space
1,200 units at £5,500 per unit
at 10%
at 11%

500,000
1,001,052
1,001,052
20,796,600
60,963,840
38,062,080
11,505,000
6,600,000
12,280,723
13,508,795

Build Costs
at 10%
at 5%
at 1%
at 0.5%
at 1.75%
at 0.5%

(See CASHFLOW)

£73,681,958.00 COSTS
26.90% PROFIT/COSTS
N/A

Adjustments
Increase from 1000 residential units to 1200 (20% increase)
Residential car parking ratio reduced from 1:1 to 1: 0.5
Retail car parking ratio reduced from 1:22 sqm to 1:50
Community car parking ratio reduced from 1:104 sqm to 1:208

£165,719,142.00
262,600
131,300
367,009
183,504
4,159,313
1,188,375

Disposal Fees
Interest
6.00% pa
Site Costs
Initial Payments
Building Costs
Investment Sales
Direct Sales
PROFIT
PROFIT/SALE
IRR

25,357,045

1

Initial Payments

Letting Agents Fee
Letting Legal Fees
Invest. Sale Agents Fee
Invest. Sale Legal Fees
Direct Sale Agents Fee
Direct Sale Legal Fees

9,823,271

1
0
0
0

at 4.00%
at 0.75%
at 1.00%
Site Costs

Construct Healthy Living Centre
Construct Community Centre
Construct Retail
Construct Private Residential
Construct Shared Ownership & Affordable Rented
Construct Underground Car Parking spaces
Level 4 Code for Sustainable Homes
Contingency
Professional Fees

1,520,558

£6,292,101.00
28,182,749

£200,693,993.00
36.70%

Preston Barracks
Scenario - 10,600sq m of office space, no managed workspace and an increase in the number of housing units to 300
REVENUE
Let Offices
Inv. Value -A

Sell private residential
Sell shared ownership & affordable rented Npv

91,278 sq ft at 21.00 psf/pa
Net annual income
Capitalised at 7.5% Yield
Less purchasers costs at 5.8%
180 units at 190,000 ea.
120 units at 100,000 ea.

1,916,838
1,916,838
25,557,839
2,203,607

REVENUE
COSTS
Site Value
Site Stamp Duty
Site Legal Fees
Site Agency Fees

69,554,232
1
0
0
0

at 4.00%
at 0.8%
at 1.00%
Site Costs

Planning Fees

1
70,000

Initial Payments
Construct Offices
Construct Private Residential
Construct Shared Ownership & Affordable Rented
Construct Underground Car Parking spaces
Level 4 Code for Sustainable Homes
Contingency
Professional Fees

114,098 sq ft at 186.00 psf
138,060 sq ft at 126.00 psf
92,040 sq ft at 118.00 psf
384 spaces at 13,000.00 ea.
5,300 per residential unit
at 10.00%
at 11.00%

70,000
21,222,228
17,395,560
10,860,720
4,992,000
1,590,000
5,606,051
6,166,656

Build Costs
Letting Agents Fee
Letting Legal Fees
Invest. Sale Agents Fee
Invest. Sale Legal Fees
Direct Sale Agents Fee
Direct Sale Legal Fees

at 10.00%
at 5.00%
at 1.00%
at 0.5%
at 1.5%
at 0.5%

Adjustments
Increase in residential units from 200 to 300
No managed workspace

67,833,215
191,684
95,842
233,542
116,771
693,000
231,000

Disposal Fees
Interest
6.00% pa
Site Costs
Initial Payments
Building Costs
Investment Sales
Direct Sales
PROFIT
PROFIT/SALE
IRR

23,354,232
34,200,000
12,000,000

(See CASHFLOW)

1,561,839
15,100,849

-15,011,672 COSTS
-21.60% PROFIT/COSTS
N/A

84,565,904
-17.80%

New England Quarter
Scenario - Increase in residential units by 20% to 186. Decrease in parking ratios for residential
and commercial uses
REVENUE
Let Offices
Inv. Value -A

Sell private residential
Sell shared ownership
Affordable rented Npv

159,120 sq ft at £20 psf/pa
Net annual income
Capitalised at 7.5% Yield
Less purchasers costs at 5.8%
112 units @ £252,500
33 units @ £159,615
41 units @ £143,159

3,182,400
3,182,400
42,432,000
2,326,140

REVENUE
COSTS
Site Value
Site Stamp Duty
Site Legal Fees
Site Agency Fees

1
0
0
0

at 4.00%
at 0.8%
at 1.00%
Site Costs

Planning Fees

1
61,500

Initial Payments
Construct Offices
Construct Private Residential
Construct Shared Ownership & Affordable Rented
Construct Underground Car Parking spaces
Level 4 Code for Sustainable Homes
Contingency
Professional Fees

198,900 sq ft at £186 per sq ft
86,490 sq ft at £126 per sq ft
56,997 sq ft at £118 per sq ft
127 at 13,000 each
186 units at £5,500 each
at 10%
at 11%

61,500
36,995,400
10,897,740
6,725,612
1,651,000
1,023,000
1,798,583
1,978,441

Build Costs
Letting Agents Fee
Letting Legal Fees
Invest. Sale Agents Fee
Invest. Sale Legal Fees
Direct Sale Agents Fee
Direct Sale Legal Fees

at 10%
at 5%
at 1%
at 0.50%
at 1.75%
at 0.75%

(See CASHFLOW)

£11,533,493.00 COSTS
14.50% PROFIT/COSTS
N/A

Adjustments
Increase in residential units from 155 to 186
Reduction in commercial car parking ratio from 1:340 sqm to 1:500
Reduction in residential car parking ratio from 1:1 to 0.5:1

£61,069,776.00
318,240
159,120
401,059
200,529
689,794
295,626

Disposal Fees
Interest
6.00% pa
Site Costs
Initial Payments
Building Costs
Investment Sales
Direct Sales
PROFIT
PROFIT/SALE
IRR

40,105,860
28,280,000
5,267,280
5,869,525
£79,522,665.00

£2,064,368.00
4,793,527

£67,989,172.00
17%

Preston Road (Site 1)
Scenario 1 - Reduction in office floorspace to 6,000 sq m and increase in housing units to 300 housing units
REVENUE
Let Offices
Inv. Value -A

Sell private residential
Sell shared ownership & affordable rented Npv

56,160 sq ft at 20.00 psf/pa
Net annual income
Capitalised at 7.5% Yield
Less purchasers costs at 5.8%
180 units at 237,222 ea.
120 units at 143,083 ea.

1,123,200
1,123,200
14,975,996
1,368,318

REVENUE
COSTS
Site Value
Site Stamp Duty
Site Legal Fees
Site Agency Fees

73,477,598
1
0
0
0

at 4.00%
at 0.8%
at 1.00%
Site Costs

Planning Fees

1
57,500

Initial Payments
Construct Offices
Construct Private Residential
Construct Shared Ownership & Affordable Rented
Construct multi storey parking
Construct surface car parking
Level 4 Code for Sustainable Homes
Contingency
Professional Fees

64,584 sq ft at 186.00 psf
138,953 sq ft at 126.00 psf
92,813 sq ft at 118.00 psf
300 spaces at 13,000.00 ea.
59 spaces at 3,000 ea.
300 units at 5,500 ea.
at 10.00%
at 11.00%

57,500
12,012,624
17,508,078
10,951,934
3,900,000
177,000
1,650,000
4,619,964
5,081,960

Build Costs
Letting Agents Fee
Letting Legal Fees
Invest. Sale Agents Fee
Invest. Sale Legal Fees
Direct Sale Agents Fee
Direct Sale Legal Fees

at 10.00%
at 5.00%
at 1.00%
at 0.5%
at 1.75%
at 0.5%

(See CASHFLOW)

Adjustments
Reduction in office floorspace from 10,000 sq m to 6,000 sq m
Increase in residential units from 210 units to 300 units

55,901,560
112,320
56,160
136,077
68,038
1,047,724
299,350

Disposal Fees
Interest
6.00% pa
Site Costs
Initial Payments
Building Costs
Investment Sales
Direct Sales
PROFIT
PROFIT/SALE
IRR

13,607,678
42,699,960
17,169,960

1,719,669
3,768,687

12,030,181 COSTS
16.40% PROFIT/COSTS
N/A

61,447,417
19.60%

Preston Road (Site 1)
Scenario 2 - Reduction in affordable housing quota to 30%
REVENUE
Let Offices
Inv. Value -A

Sell private residential
Sell shared ownership & affordable rented Npv

93,600 sq ft at 20.00 psf/pa
Net annual income
Capitalised at 7.5% Yield
Less purchasers costs at 5.8%
147 units at 237,222 ea.
63 units at 143,083 ea.

1,872,000
1,872,000
24,960,000
1,368,318

REVENUE
COSTS
Site Value
Site Stamp Duty
Site Legal Fees
Site Agency Fees

67,477,545
1
0
0
0

at 4.00%
at 0.75%
at 1.00%
Site Costs

Planning Fees

1
57,500

Initial Payments
Construct Offices
Construct Private Residential
Construct Shared Ownership & Affordable Rented
Construct multi storey parking
Construct surface car parking
Level 4 Code for Sustainable Homes
Contingency
Professional Fees

Letting Agents Fee
Letting Legal Fees
Invest. Sale Agents Fee
Invest. Sale Legal Fees
Direct Sale Agents Fee
Direct Sale Legal Fees

107,640 sq ft at 186.00 psf
113,478 sq ft at 126.00 psf
48,727 sq ft at 118.00 psf
210 spaces at 13,000.00 ea.
100 spaces at 3,000 ea.
210 units at 5,500 ea.
at 10.00%
at 11.00%

at 10.00%
at 5.00%
at 1.00%
at 0.5%
at 1.75%
at 0.5%

53,547,405

187,200
93,600
235,917
117,958
768,003
219,429

(See CASHFLOW)

Adjustments
Reduction in affiordable housing quota from 40% to 30%
All other variables held constant

57,500
20,021,040
14,298,228
5,749,786
2,730,000
300,000
1,155,000
4,425,405
4,867,946
Build Costs

Disposal Fees
Interest
6.00% pa
Site Costs
Initial Payments
Building Costs
Investment Sales
Direct Sales
PROFIT
PROFIT/SALE
IRR

23,591,682
34,871,634
9,014,229

1,622,107
3,768,687

8,481,845 COSTS
12.60% PROFIT/COSTS
N/A

58,995,700
14.40%

Preston Rd (Site 2)
Scenario 1 - the application of a ratio of 0.7 parking spaces per residential unit and 1:200 sq m parking ratio for the
commercial element
N.B. Site 2 has been appraised on the basis of a three phase development.
REVENUE
Let Offices
Let Offices
Let Offices
Inv. Value -A

18,720 sq ft at 20.00 psf/ pa
18,720 sq ft at 20.00 psf/ pa
37,440 sq ft at 20.00 psf/ pa
Net annual income
Capitalised at 7.5% Yield
Less purchasers costs at 5.8%

374,000
374,000
748,800
1,497,600
19,968,000
115,147 19,852,853
27,070,000
5,116,560
5,771,128
REVENUE 57,810,541

Sell private residential
Sell shared ownership
Affordable rented Npv
COSTS
Site Value
Site Stamp Duty
Site Legal Fees
Site Agency Fees

1
0
0
0

at 4.00%
at 0.8%
at 1.00%
Site Costs

Planning Fees

1
53,000

Initial Payments
Construct Offices
Construct Private Residential
Construct Shared Ownership & Affordable Rented
Construct Multi Storey Car Parking spaces
Construct Surface Car Parking spaces
Level 4 Code for Sustainable Homes
Contingency
Professional Fees
Total

86,112 sq ft at 186.00 psf
88,102 sq ft at 126.00 psf
58,246 sq ft at 118.00 psf
133 spaces at 13,000 ea.
40 spaces at 3,000 ea.
190 units at 5,500 ea.
at 10%
at 11%

Letting Agents Fee
Letting Legal Fees
Invest. Sale Agents Fee
Invest. Sale Legal Fees
Direct Sale Agents Fee
Direct Sale Legal Fees

at 10%
at 5%
at 1%
at 0.5%
at 1.75%
at 0.5%

Build Costs

44,630,501
149,760
74,880
198,529
99,264
664,260
189,788

Disposal Fees
Interest
6.00% pa
Site Costs
Initial Payments
Building Costs
Investment Sales
Direct Sales
PROFIT
PROFIT/SALE
IRR

53,000
16,016,832
11,100,852
6,873,028
1,729,000
120,000
1,045,000
3,688,471
4,057,318

(See CASHFLOW)

1,376,481
1,422,354

10,328,204 COSTS
17.90% PROFIT/COSTS
N/A

Adjustments
Reduction in car parking ratio for office from 1:101 sq m to 1:500 sq m
Reduction in car parking ratio from 1 per residential unit to 0.7 spaces per residential unit

47,482,337
21.80%

Preston Rd (Site 2)
Scenario 2 - increasing the number of residential units from 190 to 210 units
N.B. Site 2 has been appraised on the basis of a three phase development.
REVENUE
Let Offices
Let Offices
Let Offices
Inv. Value -A

Sell private residential
Sell shared ownership & affordable rented Npv

18,720 sq ft at 20.00 psf/ pa
18,720 sq ft at 20.00 psf/ pa
37,440 sq ft at 20.00 psf/ pa
Net annual income
Capitalised at 7.5% Yield
Less purchasers costs at 5.8%
126 units at 237,456 ea
84 units at 143,259 ea.

374,000
374,000
748,800
1,497,600
19,968,000
115,147 19,852,853
29,919,456
12,033,756
REVENUE 61,806,065

COSTS
Site Value
Site Stamp Duty
Site Legal Fees
Site Agency Fees

1
0
0
0

at 4.00%
at 0.8%
at 1.00%
Site Costs

Planning Fees

1
53,000

Initial Payments
Construct Offices
Construct Private Residential
Construct Shared Ownership & Affordable Rented
Construct Multi Storey Car Parking spaces
Construct Surface Car Parking spaces
Level 4 Code for Sustainable Homes
Contingency
Professional Fees
Total

86,112 sq ft at 186.00 psf
97,375 sq ft at 126.00 psf
64,377sq ft at 118.00 psf
210 spaces at 13,000 ea.
79 spaces at 3,000 ea.
210 units at 5,500 ea.
at 10%
at 11%

Letting Agents Fee
Letting Legal Fees
Invest. Sale Agents Fee
Invest. Sale Legal Fees
Direct Sale Agents Fee
Direct Sale Legal Fees

at 10%
at 5%
at 1%
at 0.5%
at 1.75%
at 0.5%

Build Costs

(See CASHFLOW)

Adjustments
Increase in the number of housing units from 190 units to 210 units

1,466,380
1,422,354

10,458,803 COSTS
16.90% PROFIT/COSTS
N/A

48,405,527
149,760
74,880
198,529
99,264
734,181
209,766

Disposal Fees
Interest
6.00% pa
Site Costs
Initial Payments
Building Costs
Investment Sales
Direct Sales
PROFIT
PROFIT/SALE
IRR

53,000
16,016,832
12,269,250
7,596,486
2,730,000
237,000
1,155,000
4,000,457
4,400,502

51,347,262
20.40%

Preston Rd (Site 2)
Scenario 3 - increasing the number of residential units from 190 to 210 units and the application of a ratio
0.7 parking spaces per residential unit and 1:200 sq m parking ratio for the commercial element
N.B. Site 2 has been appraised on the basis of a three phase development.
REVENUE
Let Offices
Let Offices
Let Offices
Inv. Value -A

Sell private residential
Sell shared ownership & affordable rented Npv

18,720 sq ft at 20.00 psf/ pa
18,720 sq ft at 20.00 psf/ pa
37,440 sq ft at 20.00 psf/ pa
Net annual income
Capitalised at 7.5% Yield
Less purchasers costs at 5.8%
126 units at 237,456 ea
84 units at 143,259 ea.

374,000
374,000
748,800
1,497,600
19,968,000
115,147 19,852,853
29,919,456
12,033,756
REVENUE 61,806,065

COSTS
Site Value
Site Stamp Duty
Site Legal Fees
Site Agency Fees

1
0
0
0

at 4.00%
at 0.8%
at 1.00%
Site Costs

Planning Fees

1
53,000

Initial Payments
Construct Offices
Construct Private Residential
Construct Shared Ownership & Affordable Rented
Construct Multi Storey Car Parking spaces
Construct Surface Car Parking spaces
Level 4 Code for Sustainable Homes
Contingency
Professional Fees
Total

86,112 sq ft at 186.00 psf
97,375 sq ft at 126.00 psf
64,377sq ft at 118.00 psf
133 spaces at 13,000 ea.
40 spaces at 3,000 ea.
210 units at 5,500 ea.
at 10%
at 11%

Letting Agents Fee
Letting Legal Fees
Invest. Sale Agents Fee
Invest. Sale Legal Fees
Direct Sale Agents Fee
Direct Sale Legal Fees

at 10%
at 5%
at 1%
at 0.5%
at 1.75%
at 0.5%

Build Costs

(See CASHFLOW)

Adjustments
Increase in the number of housing units from 190 units to 210 units

1,466,380
1,422,354

11,811,583 COSTS
19.10% PROFIT/COSTS
N/A

47,052,747
149,760
74,880
198,529
99,264
734,181
209,766

Disposal Fees
Interest
6.00% pa
Site Costs
Initial Payments
Building Costs
Investment Sales
Direct Sales
PROFIT
PROFIT/SALE
IRR

53,000
16,016,832
12,269,250
7,596,486
1,729,000
120,000
1,155,000
3,888,657
4,277,522

49,994,482
23.60%

